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Abstract 

Universal design has been used to establish spatial requirements and physical 

guidelines to benefit all users to the extent possible. Universal design is a field with 

similar goals as the industrial/human factors engineering and safety profession . The 

purpose of the study is to explore and document factors that were hypothesized to lead 

to successful implement of workplace policies that benefit workers. This information will 

lead to identifying best practices for addressing the physical , psychological , and social 

needs of a workforce with diverse abilities. 

The researcher collected and analyzed information on how a policy was instituted in the 

workplace. Three companies that had a policy intended to improve the lives of their 

workers were chosen . Three people at each company were interviewed for 30-60 

minutes and were asked about their knowledge of the pre-chosen policy. The interviews 

were recorded and transcribed for data analysis purposes. 

After interviewing the 9 participants, their responses were sorted and evaluated against 

the hypothesized factors . It was found that majority of the hypothesized success factors 

existed in all three cases. Additionally, there were common themes identified across 

organizations such as perceiving that their organization "cared about [them] ." A 

sustained commitment to knowledge was apparent in all of the innovators. Each of them 

was interested in learning current industry practices and how to make their policy better. 

None of the policies researched in this study were created with universal design in 

mind . In the future, it may be easier to access companies with universal design 
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knowledge creating polices. This would be an opportunity to list new or updated best 

practices. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

What is Universal Design? 

There are many different terms used to describe human-centered design. Design for all , 

inclusive design , and universal design are some of the more popular options. Different 

areas of the world have developed these terms to mean design that surpasses the 

minimum standards for accessibility. For the purpose of this thesis, universal design will 

be the chosen term . It is the term commonly used in the United States of America. 

The most commonly cited definition for universal design was written by Ron Mace. He 

was "a nationally and internationally recognized architect, product designer and 

educator" (The Center for Unversal Design , n/a). He founded the Center for Universal 

Design in North Carolina State University. The definition is: 

"Universal design is the design of products and environments to be usable by all 

people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or 

specialized design" (The Center for Unversal Design , n/a). 

This definition was an important starting point. Critiques of this definition have judged it 

for being too idealistic. The definition should balance showing a commitment to 

inclusion while being realistic enough that people will try to meet universal design as a 

goal. The definition used in this thesis will be one that was developed later 



Universal design is a philosophy that enables and empowers a diverse 

population by improving human performance, health and wellness, and social 

participation, which is adapted from Dr. Steinfeld and Dr. Maisel's 2012 book, 

Universal Design: Creating Inclusive Environments . 

The spirit of the term universal design, it appears, is the same in both definitions. 

Steinfeld and Maisel (2012) however, builds on Ron Mace's original definition. Their 

definition acknowledges universal design as a philosophy for continual improvement. 

The writers of the definition understood the constraints of designing, including time and 

funding . It may not be realistic for every final project to suit the variety of needs of every 

person, but this definition supports the concept of designers striving to do the best work 

possible. Additionally, the Steinfeld and Maisel (2012) incorporates emotional and 

wellness dimensions to the original definition . A person is affected by the environment, 

both physical and social. This definition lists specific goals to achieve, human 

performance, health and wellness, and social participation. The listing of the goals make 

it clear to the reader what is important when striving to achieve universal design . 

The universal design movement grew out of the disability rights movement (Steinfeld & 

Maisel, 2012).The disability rights movement aided in instituting legislation which 

mandated people with disabilities have equal access to "employment opportunities, to 

purchase goods and services, and to participate in State and local government 

programs and services" (Americans with Disabilities Act, N/A). The disabilities right 

movement was built on previous civil rights laws (Steinfeld and Maisel, 2012). The 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), signed into law in 1990, is legislation meant to 

protect people with disabilities through requiring accessibility. Accessibility is meant to 
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allow access to places and services for people with disabilities. Accessibility does not 

ensure the solution is integrated with how people who do not have a disability would 

access the system. This is an important difference between universal design and 

accessibility. Universal design is meant to benefit both people with disabilities and 

people without disabilities. For example, having larger ergonomic handles on kitchen 

utensils helps people with dexterity impairments, people with arthritis, and people 

without any impairment efficiently cook. 

Compliance with the ADA can be piecemeal and "solutions" often disrupt a person's 

experience. In some cases, accessibility adaptions have led to separate entrances for 

someone who uses a wheelchair and for an ambulatory visitor. For example, while 

Buffalo City Hall has accessible entrances and egress, there is no accessible entrance 

at the front of the building. The main entrance requires the visitor to climb stairs . The 

main entrance leads to a spacious, decorated room where people can get immediate 

help from an information desk. People can find an entrance at street level around the 

back of the building. Once inside they are able to follow a path to elevators. A visitor 

would have a very different experience using one entryway versus the other. A more 

desirable option for allowing more individuals access into the building would have been 

to have the ground gently slope upwards at the front entrance. Then no special 

accommodations would be necessary, and the entrance could still be raised up from the 

pedestrian walkway. The challenge of universal design is for designers to find solutions 

to accommodate as many people as possible. 
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Goals of Universal Design 

In addition to the definition , Steinfeld & Maisel (2012) describe eight "Goals of Universal 

Design" to further outline what should be considered during the design phase : body fit , 

comfort, awareness, understanding, wellness, social integration , personalization , and 

cultural appropriateness (Steinfeld & Maisel , 2012).Figure 1, below, is adapted from 

Steinfeld and Maisel 's 2012 book, Universal Design: Creating Inclusive Environments. 

Body Fit The dryers are arranged on the all in 

three rows of 6 each to provide room for 
Accommodating a wide a range of body 

several people of all sizes the opportunity 
sizes and abilities 

to dry off after water play. They can also 

be used to dry different parts of the body 

like heads and feet. 

Comfort 

Keeping demands within desirable limits 

of body function and perception 

The design features of the Aeron Chair 

provide a supportive and comfortable 

chair that helps to reduce back injuries 

caused by the stress on the back of 

prolong periods of seated work. It has 

extensive adjustability and easy to use 

controls so that the user can vary their 

position periodically in comfort. 

Figure 1: The Universal Design Goals, as defined by Steinfeld and Maisel , are listed and explained. 
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Awareness 

Ensuring that critical information for use is 

easily perceived 

Understanding 

Making methods of operation and use 

intuitive, clear and unambiguous 

Figure 1: continued 

The tactile guide tiles on the floor of this 

hotel lobby guide people from the entry, 

as well as other areas of the hotel , to 

the reception area . A different type of 

tile is used to mark the location of the 

pathways and waiting areas. These tiles 

help people with visual impairments find 

their way in the lobby and avoid getting 

too close to the reception area . They 

also assist the sighted traveler and 

serve as an affordance to help 

everyone remember to stay back and 

await their turn. 

In the newest subway cars in New York, 

electronic displays are mounted above 

the door that illustrate, with color and 

illumination , the progress of the train 

along its route. The next and last stops 

are also displayed at the respective 

ends of the display. These displays help 

all travelers understand their location 

and anticipate when the train will reach 

their station . They are particularly useful 

for people with hearing and 

communication impairments. Audible 

announcements are also provided . 
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Wellness 

Contributing to health promotion , 

avoidance of disease and protection from 

hazards 

Social Integration 

Treating all groups with dignity and 

respect 

The City of New York has an extensive 

initiative focused on improving pedestrian 

and bicycle travel. Using simple and 

inexpensive strategies like painting and 

planters, hundreds of streets are being 

transformed to provide safer bicycling 

opportunities and passive recreation 

sites. The photograph shows an 

improvement on the West Side in 

midtown with a bike lane, enlarged 

sidewalk, and planters. The initiative is 

designed to encourage walking and 

bicycling and outdoor recreation by 

improving both safety of the environment 

and streetscape amenities. 

The photograph shows a waterfront 

redevelopment project in Malmo that 

created a sustainable community with 

mixed uses. A pedestrian promenade has 

sitting and socializing spaces all along the 

waterfront side. On the other side of the 

promenade, mid-rise residential buildings 

are located with stores, restaurants and 

offices on the ground floor, giving 

residents and visitors many reasons to 

frequent the promenade. Housing in the 

district includes residential opportunities 

for many different types of households 

and mixed incomes. 

Figure 1: Continued 
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Personalization 

Incorporating opportunities for choice and 

the expression of individual preferences 

Cultural Appropriateness 

Respecting and reinforcing cultural values, 

and the social and environmental contexts 

of any design project 

The iStore introduced a new dimension 

to personal computing . By developing 

a simple and intuitive way to find , 

purchase, and install applications, 

individuals can easily personalize their 

devices with the tools, entertainment, 

and communication systems that they 

value. The screen grid and colorful icon 

interface features makes sense to the 

individual. The form of the iPhone and 

iPad readily accept a wide range of 

third party cases for personalization of 

the outside, as well to address both 

function and presentation of self. 

The Hippo Water Carrier was designed 

to address the needs of low income 

people in developing regions and 

displaced persons in temporary camps. 

The photo shows the carrier in use 

juxtaposed with a woman carrying a 

bucket on her head . The carrier 

reduces the effort required to carry 

water significantly, and , as the photo 

illustrates, allows an individual to carry 

much more water at one time which 

also reduces the number of trips 

needed per week. 

Figure 1: continued 
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"[E]ach goal is supported by an interdisciplinary knowledge base (e.g., 

anthropometrics, biomechanics, perception , cognition , safety, health promotion , 

social interaction). Thus, the Goals can be used effectively as a framework for 

both knowledge discovery and knowledge translation for practice. Moreover, the 

Goals can help to tie policy embodied in disability rights laws to UD and provide a 

basis for improving regulatory activities by adoption of an outcomes-based 

approach" (Steinfeld & Maisel , 2012). 

Universal design is a relatively new term. There is still debate in the field over what is 

the best definition , and different parts of the world have chosen different names to 

describe these ideals. In order to better understand the characteristics and importance 

of universal design it is useful to draw comparisons to other established fields . Closely 

related fields to universal design include architecture, industrial engineering, 

psychology, ergonomics, etc. This thesis will go into further depth about the 

relationships between universal design and human factors engineering, ergonomics, 

and health and safety. 

Universal Design I Human Factors Engineering I Safety I Accessibility 

Universal designers, human factors engineers, and safety professionals have similar 

objectives. Each of these fields are devoted to supporting humans and human 

performance via design and policymaking . Theses aforementioned fields are largely 

built on four disciplines: anthropometry, biomechanics, perception , and cognition 

(Steinfeld & Maisel , 2012). Universal design extends the works of human factors 
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engineers and safety professionals to improve the environment for people with and 

without disabilities . There has been research and case studies to better understand 

universal design spatial allowance (Steinfeld , Maisel , & Feathers, 2005) and even 

reports on how certain furniture arrangement can benefit a more diverse workforce 

population (Kopp, 2015). Often the focus of universal design has been on the built 

environment and spatial allowances . An organization which uses the "Goals of 

Universal Design" for creating policies could create a more empathetic workplace. This 

thesis will focus on how universal design could be used as a framework for creating and 

instituting work policies. When policies are created with universal design goals in mind , 

then it is more likely to ensure positive outcomes. 

Human factors engineers' and universal designers' use the same sciences to inform 

their work. Human factors engineering can help develop evidence-based practices for 

the universal design paradigm (Steinfeld , 2008). Human factor engineering 

methodologies can be used by universal designers to evaluate the needs of users and 

measure the outcomes of a project. Universal design can be used by human factor 

engineers as a framework to create and analyze research . These fields can learn from 

each other and grow together. 

Health and safety professionals commonly uses anthropometric data for design, in order 

to suit an average. "This is due to such things as cost, physical design constraints and, 

perhaps most importantly, a lack of adequate information regarding how to consider 

those with disabilities in design" (Paquet, 2008). This may be suitable in some cases, 

but universal design tries to look at all potential users, and accommodate each person 

equally. This may mean installing doors which are a couple inches wider than average 
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or having two water fountains at different heights. This will allow wheeled mobility 

device users to go through a doorway and allow seated or standing users to drink from 

a water fountain, respectively. These solutions do not focus on the "average," yet they 

benefit people of varying demographics. In the United States, 12.4 percent of people 

have a disability (U .S. Census Bureau, 2015). This number includes people born with a 

disability and those who will have one later in life. Not included in this number are 

people with temporary disabilities. By beginning to "treat people with difference as 

ordinary" (Steinfeld, 2008) more people will feel included in society and others will 

benefit from better design. 

Accessibility is different from universal design because accessibility is focused on 

people with disabilities. A design that benefits users with hand impairments and users 

without any impairment is the OXO Grip kitchen utensils, which is discussed early in the 

report. This is not an example of accessibility. Seeing a ramp built on the front entrance 

of a building, a common occurrence today, was much less common fifty years ago. Now 

that the ADA requires accessible entrances, many buildings have been adapted so that 

people with disabilities can access the building. This does not necessarily ensure that 

people with disabilities and people without disabilities have the same experience. This is 

the case with Buffalo's City Hall building. The front entrance is grand, where people 

walk up stairs made of stone. The entrance around the back of the City Hall is the only 

public accessible entrance, and it is made of concrete and steel. Having an accessible 

entrance is an important step in providing accommodations for people with disabilities. 

This entrance does not give a similar experience to a person with a disability as the 

experience someone without a disability would get from entering through the front. 
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Universal design is a philosophy that strives to meet as many people's needs as 

possible. Additionally, universal design can be cost effective and fit physical design 

constraints, while considering a wider range of users. 

People have varying abilities, and it is important to design to allow user variation. A 

company may need to design a workstation on a factory line, and may choose to fit their 

worker's average measurements. Although the intentions are meant well, this often 

does not accommodate anyone properly. This discipline of anthropometry is aligned 

with the Universal Design Goal of Body Fit (see figure 1 ). When designing for Body Fit 

on the factory line, it would be more beneficial to the workers if there were ways to 

adjust the height of the line for the workers . Being able to stand or sit would further 

reduce the risk of musculoskeletal disorders. A universal designer, a human factors 

engineer, and a safety professional may all have a similar approach to resolving this 

issue. A solution may be for the company to provide adjustable platforms to stand on 

and/or workers' using adjustable chairs . Making modifications to the workplace for the 

workers would show that the company cares about their employees and reduce injuries 

from stress. It would increase the human performance and the wellness of the workers . 

This makes the workplace more efficient and safer for the employees. 

Researchers have focused on collecting data that is meant to inform how the built 

environment should be designed for people with disabilities. This information is pivotal 

to creating spaces for a more diverse population to use. Data on policies and a person's 

perception of the policy's usefulness, however, have not been looked into nearly as 

often as studying spatial allowances. The research could have occurred this way for 

many reasons. It can be important to give people access to spaces they have been 
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historically excluded from . Change to the built environment is visual to the public and 

could have started to affect how people think about different disabilities, perhaps in a 

positive and inclusionary way. This study, however, focuses on how policies affect the 

quality of life of the workers because this is a realm where more research needs to 

occur in the future. This study concentrates on policies that are more generally related 

to helping employees in an organization in some way, as opposed to limiting the work to 

universal design specific policies. Universal design is not currently widely disseminated 

among a variety of industries, and thus it would have been very difficult to discover 

these polices and gain access to the organization's employees. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

People with Disabilities in the Workplace 

Moments when someone is not able to use a product or physically enter into a space, 

can lead to a person feeling excluded. A collection of these moments, can lead a person 

to feel stigmatized (Hinshaw, 2007). Stigmatization may happen when a policy does not 

exist to support employees at an organization . The employees of any company are 

expected to do their best work to achieve the goals the company set forth . Workers tend 

to expect that their workplace, in return, will provide for certain worker's needs. 

The World Health Organization defines a disability as "a complex phenomenon, 

reflecting the interaction between features of a person's body and features of the 

society in which he or she lives" (World Health Organization, 2017). An impairment or 

disability occurs when someone's abilities are not suited for their environment. All 

aspects of the environment should be considered during the design and revisited to 

ensure equal access to all workers. The environment includes both physical and social 

aspects. The space, culture, business practices, cultural traditions, and other 

overarching factors can enable or inhibit how someone acts. 

An important population to consider when creating a policy is the older adult population . 

Many people who are 65 years old or older may have found their jobs very fulfilling, and 

they do not want to give them up just because they have aged . 

"Older workers identified stress, lack of support, physical demands and 

overemphasis on qualifications as barriers to their participation . 
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Maintaining a healthy lifestyle, having a passion for work, and education 

were factors that participants identified as supporting continued work" 

(Fraser, McKenna, Turpin , Allen , & Liddle, 2009). 

For example, an older worker may be concerned that asking for a different computer 

screen would make them seem too old to stay in the workplace. A computer screen that 

reduces glare and may be oriented vertically, rather than horizontally, and may allow 

someone who is aging to more clearly read what is on the screen. If the workplace had 

a policy stating it allowed requests for work accommodations, then the aging worker 

may be less concerned they would appear too old for the workplace. An older adult 

worker may feel empowered to ask for better equipment, which will let them work more 

efficiently. This way an employee can be heard while not fearing how executive 

management perceives them . The continuation of older people in the paid workforce is 

regarded as beneficial for both the economy and older workers (Fraser et al. , 2009). 

Older adults are valuable in the workplace because they may have more experiences 

and expertise to problem solve an issue. Older adults who work, even part-time , may 

beless dependent on government aid programs and family members. They can retain 

some autonomy while feeling they make a difference in the organization . Although every 

person ages, there appears to be little information about how to accommodate the 

changing abilities of older workers . This could mean allowing older adults to receive 

extra training or education to stay abreast of innovations in the field. Alternatively, it may 

mean using different equipment to complete a job. It is crucial for designers to consider 

the desired outcomes and the possible consequences of policies. Workplaces that do 

not adapt to meet the needs of older workers will lose the experts they have trained , 
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and older adults will lose some of their fulfillment related to completing projects at their 

job. Moreover, the policies developed with consideration to universal design and the 

aging population will continue to benefit future workers who join the organization . 

Need for Universal Design Policies in the Workplace 

Instituting policies will make the office accountable. One of the issues with leaving 

ambiguity is the increased likelihood that people improperly institute a policy. One 

example is addressed in Chris Law's dissertation (Law, 2010). The professors at a 

college did not understand the school's policies differences between bereaved students 

and students with a learning disability (Law, 2010). Students dealing with bereavement 

may not be able to focus on anything but their loss and will need time before they can 

take an exam or finish an assignment. Students with certain learning disabilities, 

however, may need extra time to take an exam and a quiet space. The college instituted 

a policy that was initially vague about how students would go about proving 

bereavement or that they have a learning disability, and what the appropriate 

accommodations were in each case . The teachers believed that students were 

cheating , using the ambiguous wording to get better grades. This issue was resolved by 

having the accessibility resources department create a clearer policy (Law, 2010). This 

included providing guidance about how to manage different situations. The Accessibility 

Resources Office was able to advocate for the students and changed how the policies 

were written . With better defined policies, the professors no longer felt taken advantage 
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of and the students were more aware of how to ask for help and what to expect (Law, 

2010). 

This example comes from a situation at a university, however, it could easily have 

happened in the workplace. This aforementioned scenario illustrates the importance of 

having defined policies that support the well-being of people at work. 

The Proposed Framework for Understanding Best Practice Policies 

that Improve Working Life 

One of the research goals of this thesis is to find examples of a universal design (or a 

related field) policy used to increase the quality of life for a company's workers . A 

company's program will be evaluated for the seven success factor devised in Chris 

Law's dissertation, Responding to Accessibility Issues in Business (Law, 2010). Where 

Law was interested in how companies responded to accessibility issues with clients; this 

study assesses how companies develop a universal design policy for its workers . Law's 

dissertation described seven success factors for the adoption of accessibility to 

accommodate customers. The factors are adopting the social model of disability, 

seeking executive approval, making accessibility a priority on the agenda, develop a 

planned, proactive approach, making accessibility a shared task, provide enabling 

resources, and provide resources of accessibility expertise. These factors are adapted 

in this study to focus on universal design . One of the participants Law interviewed 

suggested that if the company considered people with disabilities as potential workers 
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then they would be more likely to consider people with disabilities as customers (Law, 

2010). This statement helped to prompt my investigation of how companies think about 

their workers .. 

For the purpose of successfully implementing a policy in the workplace, workers at 

different levels in the organization's hierarchy need to be aware of its existence and how 

to implement this policy. The questions of who needs to be involved in the implementing 

of a policy and what are these individuals' roles became apparent. Everett Rogers 

writes about change agents in his book, Diffusion of Innovations. A change agent is an 

individual who influences someone else's adoption of an innovation (Rogers, 2003). For 

this study, the innovation is the universal design policy. Innovation-decision process is 

when an individual passes from first knowledge of an innovation, to forming an attitude 

toward the innovation, to a decision to adopt or reject, to implementation of the new 

idea, and to confirmation of the decision (Rogers, 2003). 

Using this process as a way to consider how policy creation in a workplace happens, 

led to identifying what types of people, or agents, where important to speak with 

regarding a universal design policy. The policy would likely have to gain executive-level 

approval and supervisory-level approval for an employee to get the benefits of a policy. 

Moreover, a worker would be in charge of maintaining and implementing a universal 

design policy, and this agent is labeled an 'Innovator' in this study. Thus, Innovator, 

Executive, Supervisor, and Employee became agents in the framework. There was a 

possibility that a company would hired a consultant to help create a policy. This lead to 

the additional agent of Consultant to the framework. The expectations of different agent 

responsibilities of each of the agents is as follows: 
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Executive: someone who has great influence and authority over the 

organization , is someone who must approve the universal design related 

program/policy 

Manager: someone who has a moderate level of influence and authority in the 

organization , is someone who helps run and enforce the universal design related 

program/policy 

Employee: someone who has little influence or authority in the organization , is 

someone who is part of the program/is affected by the policy 

Consultant: someone who has no influence or authority in the organization , was 

hired to help establish or modify a program or policy that would benefit the 

workers in the organization 

Innovator: the agent who was a part of creating, modifying and/or implementing 

a universally designed program/policy. This label will be added on to one of the 

four previous agent types. 

Further Defining Roles and Tasks 

For the framework, the roles and tasks needed in the workplace to create a universal 

design policy were influenced by Law's Success Factors and Roger's ideas on change 

agents, as stated in the previous section . The Agents in this study are based on 

common hierarchical work positions: Executive, Supervisor, and Employee. A business 
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may hire a Consultant to gain more knowledge from someone who is specialized , so 

this position was incorporated to the framework. Of the businesses interviewed for this 

study, no Consultants were hired so this part of the framework has not yet been 

assessed. Figure 2 lists all of the 7 Success Factors. 

1. Adoption of Social Model of Disability and Universal Design 

2. Establish Executive Level Backing 

3. Universal Design is a Priority on the Agenda 

4. A Planned, Proactive Approach is Taken 

5. Universal Design is made a Shared Task 

6. Enabling Resources are Provided 

7. Universal Design Expertise is Provided 

Figure 2: The Seven Success Factors for Implementing Universal Design into 

a Workplace Policy (Law, 2010). 

The Innovator further defines one of the agents at each company. The Innovator is the 

agent who is in charge of managing and implementing the policy. The Innovator will 

interact with other workers as a part of the policy. This may involve educating others 

about their role regarding the policy. The worker who fills this role is expected to Adopt 

the Social Model of Disability and Universal Design , Establish Executive 

._________________, I Level Backing, have a Planned and 

. Proactive Approach , and Provide 

Universal Design Expertise . In order to develop and implement a program, which is 

meant to increase the quality of life for the worker, the Innovator must have some 

philosophy of how to do this . Although this study is interested in looking into universal 

design , there may not be enough awareness of this concept. This study has identified 
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policies which showcase a number of universal design goals and objectives. The social 

model of disability considers "disability to be a function of how society is constructed 

and designed" (Law, 2010). The Innovator will use this concept, or something similar, to 

explain that the environment should be designed to enable as many people as possible 

to safely work. The environment, both physical and social , affects an employee. An 

employee may not be tall enough to reach a box of printer paper on the top of a cabinet 

space to refill the printer. An easy solution is putting less used items in top cabinets, and 

more frequently used items in a better reach range. A new employee may try to ask for 

guidance to complete a work task and spend the workday trying to find out who is able 

to help them. These are examples of the workplace failing to empower the worker to 

complete their job, and thus the worker is impaired . If the policy makers in the company 

were educated on universal design and the social model of disability, it is hypothesized 

that there will be fewer occurrences of the environment disabling people from 

completing their work. Furthermore, clear definitions and goals will help workers 

understand what is expected of them. It will enable the business to write a policy which 

benefits their workers. 

Workers may not be aware of the Social Model of Disability, however, human factors 

engineers and safety professionals are taught similar concepts . An Innovator may be an 

Executive, which would make it simple to gain Executive Backing (See Figure 2) . In 

some case, though, an Executive may also need approval from their peers. If the agent 

is another worker listed in the framework, then the Innovator must present a case for the 

policy to the Executive. One that would help make the case for a universal design policy 
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would be a well Planned , Proactive Approach . These examples are why Factors 1, 2, 4, 

and 7 in Figure 2 were identified as roles for the Innovator. 

Based on the success factors listed in Figure 2, the Executive is expected to be a part 

of Establishing Executive Level Backing, making Universal Design a Priority on the 

Agenda, aiding in making a Planned , Proactive Approach, ensuring that Universal 

Design is a Shared Task, Providing Enabling Resources, and Providing Universal 

Design Expertise. Factor 2 for the Executive is explained earlier in this section. The 

Executive has the power to make something a priority on the agenda. This will influence 

the amount of workers who will take the change seriously. In similar ways, workers will 

feel more of a need to be part of planned , proactive approach and make the policy a 

shared task among their peers. Whether the policy involves training or new equipment, 

it is necessary for the Executive to provide enabling resources to their employees. 

Hiring someone with universal design expertise is something an Executive would have 

to approve. Another way universal design expertise is provided will be if someone from 

within the company is charged with gaining this new knowledge. These are reasons why 

the Executive is predicted to perform work directly related to Success Factors 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, and 7. 

A Supervisor will make Universal Design a Priority on the Agenda, be a part of a 

Planned , Proactive Approach, Making Universal design a Shared Task, and Providing 

Enabling Resources. The Supervisor is in charge of working with a department or a 

specific team of employees. The Executive may have made certain policies a priority 

and let employees know that it is a shared task, however, the Supervisor is the person 

directly ensuring this happens. The Supervisor needs to understand their role in this 
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Innovator Executive Supervisor Employee Consultant 

2) Establish 
Executive Level 

Backing 

6) Provide 
Enabling 

Resources 

3) UD as a 
Priority on 

the Agenda 

2) Establish 
Executive Level 

3) UD as a 
Priority on 

7) Provide 
UD 

4) Planned, 
Proactive 

2) Establish 
Executive Level 

Backing the Agenda Expertise Approach Backing 

4) Planned, 4) Planned, 5) Make UD 4) Planned, 
Proactive Proactive a Shared Proactive 
Approach Approach Task Approach 

7) Provide 5) Make UD 6) Provide 6) Provide 7) Provide 
UD a Shared Enabling Enabling UD 

Expertise Task Resources Resources Expertise 

Figure 3: The Universal Design Framework incorporates the 4 Agent categories (at the top of the diagram 

in rectangles) and below lists the Success Factors (in a more oval shape) which the Agent is likely to 

exhibit. The 'Innovator' has two rounded corners on top and two flat corners on bottom, the dashed lines 

from this symbol show that the 'Innovator' could be any of the Agents. 

policy and needs to explain to employees what their roles are. If there are resources 

provided for the policy, the Supervisor will likely have to give approval for one of their 

employees to receive enabling resources . A Supervisor could also track the 

performance levels before the plan was implemented and measure to see if there is a 

positive change. It is important to note that it will take time for workers to become 

familiar with a new system. The plan should be given proper time for the workers to 

learn and prosper under the new system. 

An Employee is a part of making Universal Design a Priority on the Agenda, a part of a 

Planned, Proactive Approach, Making Universal Design a Shared Task, and receiving 

Enabling Resources. This worker needs to be aware of how to make the policy a priority 
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and buy-in to this objective. If the Employee buys-in , then they are more likely to make 

the policy a shared task. For example, if safety were a priority on the agenda, then 

wearing a hard hat at all times on a construction site may be a safety policy. If the 

Employee buys-in to being safe, then they will wear their hard hat and remind others to 

do so. In order to buy-in , the Employee may need to be told the plan and why it is 

important to the company. Each Employee does not need to be aware of the full history 

of universal design . They do need to know why what they are doing is important. To 

fulfil the objectives the Employee have been it may be necessary to provide enabling 

resources, such as training, funds, or equipment. This is when the Employee will have 

to work with the Supervisor and/or the Executive. 

When the company does not have an expert in house, or needs someone with an 

outside perspective, then they may hire a consultant to find and resolve the issue. The 

Consultant, in this Framework, will have Adopted the Social Model of Disability and 

Universal Design (1 ), will be a part of Establishing Executive Level Backing, present a 

Planned , Proactive Approach (4), and Provide Universal Design Expertise. The 

organization will find a Consultant who may have expertise that they lack. The 

Consultant will assess the situation and then provide a planned , proactive approach that 

the organization can introduce to its workers . The Consultant will have a part in 

convincing the Executive that the plan is worth enacting . 

Potential Scenario with Regards to the Framework 

A proactive and planned approach will create a cohesive path for the members of the 

workplace to follow. A plan will make it easier for the Executive to understand what is 
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being asked of them. A proactive approach will enable more universal design goals to 

be considered and incorporated into new business practices as the organization 

evolves. Adding measurable outcomes to the project can be one effective way of getting 

the plan implemented . This may be a part of a planned , proactive approach (4) . This be 

a part of the Innovator's, the Executive's, or the Supervisor's Once the plan has been 

implemented for an allotted amount of time, e.g . six months, then workers can be asked 

about their experience. The results of these surveys can be analyzed . The benefits of 

the plan can be appraised , and if necessary applicable changes can be made. An 

example of a measurable outcome could involve using a survey to ask the employees if 

they feel cared for by their company, if their comfort at work has improved, and their 

work output could be measured before and after the plan was implemented. Increasing 

a worker's comfort in the workplace improves their productivity (Croasmun , 2014). 

Knowing how comfortable someone is and why they feel this way will lead the company 

to make more informed decisions about policies. 

To implement the plan , there needs to be Executive support. The Innovator may be able 

to apply changes to their own department, but it will be difficult, if not impossible, for one 

person to get the workplace to shift their thinking and change their actions without 

Executive support. It is important the Innovator is able to offer up reasoning why 

universal design policies will benefit the business. S/he could show articles cited in this 

thesis, display current aging and disability statistics, and/or give examples where their 

specific workplace would benefit from change. The benefits could be based on the 

Goals of Universal Design (body fit , comfort, understanding, awareness, wellness, 

personalization , social integration, culturally appropriate) . When the office achieves 
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some of these goals they can expect the workers to be more productive (Croasmun, 

2014). The article by Croasmun focuses on the effects of changing the physical 

environment, and how this made workers happier and improved productivity. The 

physical environment had an effect on the workers' emotions. Certainly dealing with 

different policy choices has an effect on the work environment, and 

After the executive is convinced to adopt universal design as a framework for policy 

making then they would need to support the Innovator. Without executive leadership, it 

is unlikely that everyone in the business will consider this a priority. One way for the 

executive to show they are invested in the new policy framework is to add "commitment 

to universal design" to performance reviews as a key performance indicator (Law, 

2010). The executive could recognize people in the business making a great effort to 

incorporate universal design policies. The person or group could be acknowledged in 

the workplaces monthly newsletter. 

Making universal design a priority on the agenda is an executive level task. This will let 

everyone know they have a responsibility. People will need to be educated to know 

what this means and how their specific job or department relates to universal design . 

Part of creating a planned, proactive approach may involve hiring a consultant to help 

design and implement a new system. Another option is creating a team, which will be 

educated on universal design and how to spread this knowledge to the rest of the 

workforce. 

Depending on the business, the executive may want to ask the Innovator's department 

to pilot the approach . Everyone in this department will need to receive initial education 

on what the new plan is, and how they can contribute or benefit. This supports "Making 
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UD a Shared Task." Each department will have different needs. After the framework has 

been used to create or modify current policies with the universal design framework, then 

they can be applied to the business. Some policies may be able to be shared among 

the entire business immediately, while other policies may be evaluated for a longer 

period in one department. As more policies are developed and evaluated the easier it 

will be for workers to understand and contribute to the process of policy making. 

The Executive is in a key position to enforce the implementation of the Plan and can 

make people accountable. If making universal design a shared task is clearly 

communicated to the workers, then it will be difficult for someone to deny personal 

responsibility . This training would make it easier for people to know what is expected of 

them. The training will also make them feel more directly responsible . Training would 

also tell them why UD is important. It would be possible to make manager and worker 

committee to assess universal design in the workplace. This would be an empowering 

option . 

Other tasks the executive is able to provide includes providing enabling resources and 

providing sources of universal design experience. Enabling resources may include 

buying educational materials or allowing a working to enroll in a class about universal 

design. The worker can become an in-house expert and can use their knowledge to 

benefit the company. Providing a source of universal design experience may mean 

hiring a Consultant or creating a role for a new hire. Creating manager and worker 

committees to assess universal design in workplace is another way to bring awareness 

to the needs in the organization . AUD consultant would be able to efficiently state how 

the workplace can be improved and identify already positive policies. The consultant 
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should be able to evaluate current policies and provide recommendations . The UD 

consultant may have a program like OSHA's Train-the-Trainer program. The universal 

design consultant may be able to provide some educational materials for the workplace 

to circulate . This will empower the workers, which is useful since as user-experts they 

will be able to provide suggestions on how the workplace could be modified . The 

consultant should be able to teach key people working on the Universal Design 

initiatives. Having some educational material will also make it easier to continue having 

universals design as a priority as new people are added to the workforce. Managers 

may need different training than another work. It is necessary for everyone in the 

organization to understand the basics of universal design . Specialty training may be 

given to supervisor, executives, or other identified positions. 

Scientific Endpoints 

This study was meant to build on previous work from a variety of researchers, as cited 

above, and gather new data in order to fill gaps in knowledge related to the success 

factors and roles of individuals in promoting and supporting work practices that are 

related to universal design . Three goals of the study are listed below. 

1. Understanding how the diffusion of universal design, or a related 

principal, is implemented into a small number of workplaces. 

Universal design may not be a widely known philosophy. This means that policies 

needed to be evaluated for universal design goals and objective. Human factors 
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engineering and the safety field were identified early on as sharing similar objectives 

with universal design . It was important to know how this guiding principal was integrated 

into the workplace and why. Then other workers moving forward , would learn a way to 

lobby for universal design policies. 

2. A map of the diffusion across people and list the job qualities of those 

involved in the diffusion. 

By understanding how a company was able to implement this policy, it can lead to a 

better understanding of the conditions needed in a workplace. Law's dissertation was 

able to list "seven success factors" a company needed in order to plan for the 

accessibility needs of customers. After reading Roger's Diffusion of Innovation and 

becoming familiar with different adopter categories, it became clear that there could be 

benefits to creating a conceptual framework of the Law's Success Factors. 

For the study, certain parts of the model will be studied and possibly validated . It is not 

clear at the beginning of the study which parts of the model will be focused on . The 

outcome will depend greatly on who is interviewed and what their responses to the 

interview questions are. After the data is collected and analyzed , then the initial 

framework can be modified . 

3. Documentation of the universal design policy plan to allow readers to 

learn from it. This will help those who read the study implement their 

own universal design policies and practices. 

The results of the study are presented as case studies so readers can use these 

examples to guide the implementation of universal design policies in their own 
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workplace. Each organization's policy that was researched in this study is different so 

the reader can see a wider range of universal design application . The case studies and 

the framework could become a part of a worker's planned , proactive approach which 

they present to convince their peers. 

These scientific endpoints informed the making of the survey questions and how the 

case studies were written . 
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Chapter 3. Methods 

Screening Companies and Participants 

This is an observational case series study. Companies were only interviewed if they had 

a policy with universal design components and could identify three agents to be 

interview. This was necessary so that examples of best practices could be recorded . 

Interview data was collected from 3 people at each of the 3 workplaces. Nine people 

were interviewed in total. The interview topics included how a policy is implemented, the 

details of the policy, the expected and actual outcomes of the program, and the job 

responsibilities of the people involved in implementing the policies or practices related 

to universal design . The purpose of the interviews was to evaluate the framework and 

build illustrative case studies. Gaining this knowledge can inform future readers how to 

implement universal design policies in their own workplace. The three companies 

interviewed are in different industry, and each of the policies have different objectives. 

This variety will contribute to validating parts of the framework. These three examples 

will also help people from different fields who are reading this work to conceptualize 

how a universal design policy could be implemented in their workplace. 

Companies were chosen to be a part of the study if they already had policies in place 

that increased the quality of life for their employees. It was not expected that many 

people would be knowledgeable of universal design and that people were actively trying 

to make polices with universal design as their guiding principle. It is already mandated 

that employers provide a safe workplace for their employees ((Occupational Safety and 
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Health Administration , 2017)) . The companies which were doing something beyond the 

minimum requirements were the ones that were of interest to the Pl. Each company 

would have reasons for implementing these policies, and likely have pre- and post

outcome data. Learning the reasons the company created these policies, and knowing 

the perception of the policies from different levels in the company would expose the 

worth of the policy. 

Snowball , a.k.a. volunteer, sampling was chosen for this study. Various companies 

were pre-screened by going through their company website . I was looking for a program 

which seemed to have universal design tenants. After the company showed promise, I 

would contact professionals in the organization . The contact was through emails and 

phone calls . Professional were told about the research plans for the study and asked if 

the professional was interested in more information. If the professional responded 

saying they were interested in more information , then a more detailed explanation of the 

study was given . This included that interviews were likely to take 30-60 minutes to 

complete and that three participants were needed from each organization . The 

interviews took place at the worker's organization . 

Eight companies were initially contacted and four responded that they were interested in 

hearing more about the research . I then spoke with someone at each company about 

what polices they had in place which were specifically designed to increase the quality 

of life for the worker. Three of the four companies were chosen based on their policies. 

Company 1 was a construction company. Its policy allowed employees to receive 

funding to buy a membership to a professional society, to attend training sessions, to 

attend trade shows, etc. if it related to the business. A manufacturing and distributing 
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company, which will be referred to as Company 2, has an ergonomic program. A 

member of the Safety and Environmental Affairs Department has gone to different 

departments and performed ergonomic assessments on each of the workers . After the 

assessment, the employee received recommendations and new equipment to perform 

their job in a healthier, safer way. Company 3, a human services company, offered 

funding for one course a year to their employees. The courses have either related to the 

employee's current jo or to a career they want in the company. These policies, initially, 

appeared to relate to the specific topics of human performance, health and wellness, 

and social participation . Those topics were important components of universal design . 

None of the companies referred to these polices as universally designed, however, 

these policies were examples worth investigating further. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

To streamline the analysis, the questions were pre-coded to the 7 Success Factors. The 

intention was to perform content analysis and thematic analysis on the data after all the 

interviews were conducted . The questions for each agent type were the same, for 

example all the employees were asked the same set of questions. If something was 

unclear, then I would probe the participant further. Occasionally, I would repeat back the 

participants answer to ensure that all of the information was recorded and understood 

accurately. To review the Study Protocol , please go to the appendices. 

The introductions to the questionnaire, the questions for each agent, and the interviewer 

remained the same for each participant. Internal validity was enhanced by controlling 
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these extraneous variables . At the end of each interview, the participant was asked if 

there was anything else they would like to say, or if they felt something wasn 't covered? 

This gave the participants time to reexamine their experience and ensured the interview 

would accurately record it. 

Interviews were conducted with three employees, who each differed in experience and 

roles at the company to gain different perspectives about how a policy is formulated and 

implemented. Demographic questions and questions about their company's mission 

were asked similarly to all participants. Other questions were developed for each agent 

type (Innovator, Executive, Supervisor, Employee, Consultant) . Based on mapping out 

which of the 7 Success Factors each agent was likely to exhibit to be a part of a 

universal design policy. This is illustrated in Figure 1, as well as in the appendix. 

Each participant was interviewed in their own workplace. This may have increased their 

comfort while being interviewed . Additionally, a familiar setting may have helped them 

remember their experience more comprehensively, being able to look around the space 

at visual cues. One constraint to external validity is that the first participant who showed 

interest in the study would help choose who the other two participants would be. 

The interviews were audio recorded and notes were also taken. The audio file was 

uploaded to a transcription service. After the file was initially transcribed , I reviewed the 

audio recording and notes to the transcript to ensure accuracy. After any errors were 

amended , the transcript was completed . Each question was put into an Excel table for 

coding .. Each question was previously coded by themes of the 7 Success Factors and 

Demographic data . The responses for participants at one company were then compared 
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against other participants in the same company. The responses for all three Innovators 

were compared to each other, as well. 

Content and Thematic Analysis 

Trends in responses for each company were analyzed, as well as trends in the three 

innovators responses . Qualitative data analysis methods included coding responses 

into different themes. These themes related to the agent types, methods for diffusion of 

innovations, and relationship to the initial framework. 

An Excel file was set up so that the questions in the interview were in the first column 

and the top row listed different agents. An example of this is seen in Figure 4. The C1 

Innovator Executive's responses to a question is put in the appropriate column. Then 

the response which relates most to the question is turned to red text. Some answers 

given were long, the same answer was repeated , or the agent talked about a related 

tangent. Therefore, the most relevant text was turned to red to more easily analyze the 

data . 

The answers of the 3 agents at one company were compared. Seeing differences or 

similarities in answers informed how to build the case studies. In each of the three 

companies, the agents had analogous understandings of how the policy worked . An 

example of a common difference was their knowledge of universal design and its 

objectives. The Excel file has different pages which compare all three Innovator agents 
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to each other. In Figure 4, the Innovators' responses are compared side by side. The 

data was organized this way to better define agent qualities. 

As the questions were pre-coded , the answers were examined for the pre-coded 

themes. The pre-coded themes were put in a certain questionnaire based on how the 

framework was set up. For instance, a Supervisor was coded with success factors 3, 4, 

5, and 6 in the conceptual framework. This meant that questions about factors 3,4,5, 

and 6 needed to be in the questionnaire. Then the answers were examined for 

validating or negating a success factor that was not pre-coded in the questionnaire. 

Some answers to the questions related to more than one success factor. This depended 

on how the agent responded to the questions. Then a third round of analysis occurred 

to explore if any other trends existed outside of the success factors. Performing multiple 

rounds of analysis further confirmed previous round 's findings . 
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II Agents/Questions • •Cl Innovator Executive I• ! C2 Innovator Sue_ervisor • 1 C3 Innovator Supervisor 

Well it was an indirect measurement is a Our measurement is not very And I don't know I don't I wouldn't. I was(ij 
lack of injury. Our rate is significantly less sophisticated, but primarily it would be involved in that. I don't know. And I want 
over the course of the 15 years than it was where if we identified this, as on a case to say that there are many discussions 
prior. That's one of the reason why they by case basis , we identify an area that about trying to measure that data and 
brought be in before. You know the more could pose a ergonomic hazard to an maybe something in the works. But again 
you recognize the hazards and where you individual. That would be one way we it's not any and then . 
can take , address them before they would measure. Another way would be is 
actually they actually, someone gets if an individual did show the sign or the 
injured because of it. Other employee onset signs of some form of cumulative 
feedback on an infrequent to an annual stress disorder, carpal tunnel , we would 
basis. You know how things are going, say that the third component of it would 
how well a project is going. With that as be just that we want to take individuals 
far as just getting their work done, are who are healthy and can impress upon 
they getting behind their work. If so , is it them good habits to increase that. 
because of more of the environment, 
physical environment that they're in. They 
have suggestions and they complain 
about let's say in office setting or 
something. Something can be brought up 
and addressed. 

Figure 4: Example comparisons between different innovators 



Chapter 4. Results 

Company and Agent Descriptions 

In this section , data from each company is presented . First the agents are described, 

and their educational backgrounds are explained . Then an example of how the policy 

worked is described . After that the success factors are discussed. Each success factor 

is evaluated for each company. 

Company 1 : Electrical Construction Industry 

Continued Education Policy 

C1 Innovator Executive 

The C1 Innovator Executive has received education on health and safety regulations . 

He was aware of the term universal design but could not define it. After sharing the 

definition used in this study, he believed there were some connections with his work, 

Company 1 's mission and universal design . His background is in electrical contracting 

and construction safety. Upper management hired him to head the safety department 

and make programs more robust by encompassing more topics . He regularly 

disseminates safety information tailored for specific jobs Company 2 is working on . 

Foremen in the field , like C2 Employee, will go over the information with their crew to 
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make sure each person understands the material. C1 Innovator Executive has gone on 

site to discuss safety issues with construction crews directly. 

C1 Supervisor 

C1 Supervisor was not familiar with universal design , and it was defined for him. C1 

Supervisor could see similarities between universal design and the field of safety. He 

sees human performance, as well as, health and wellness as shared goals for both 

universal design and safety. He reported that the company is "always looking for better 

or more efficient ways of doing a project. We're always implementing new idea and 

techniques, and equipment." He feels that upper management of the company is very 

welcoming to new ideas from any employee. This is an example of encouraging social 

participation in the company, which is a universal design objective. 

C1 Supervisor has participated in health and safety procedure trainings throughout his 

career. He has continually taken courses and holds numerous licenses in the field of 

electrical construction . He was made a Code Compliance Officer at Company 1 , which 

he attributes to upper management seeing his commitment to learning. He has not 

participated in training which focused on human factors engineering . Some of the health 

and safety training he has completed , however, did introduce the concept of 

ergonomics. The trainings have gone over subjects such as how to lift, climb a ladder, 

and how to work safely overall. Working on a construction site is a very physical job. 

Workplace ergonomics is an important tenet of a safe work environment (Occupational 

Safety and Health Administration , N/A). The workers need to know how to perform their 

job in a safe way. He said Company 1 promotes safety in and out of the office, from 
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driving, alcohol and drug abuse, safety when you use a ladder at home. C1 Supervisor 

reported that the owner's opinions is if you are safe at home, you're safe all the time. 

This way of thinking goes beyond workplace ergonomics, because it promotes a 

workplace quality in your private life. The culture of the company is meant to impact you 

for longer than your shift. This aligns with universal design goals because your health 

and wellness are affected by your habits. Company 1 's culture is meant to increase the 

quality of life for the worker, and this is clear to C1 Supervisor. 

C1 Employee 

The Employee at Company 1 believes the organization is always looking for a better 

product to make things easier, something that will reduce the strain on the worker. C1 

Employee is a foreman on the construction site. People he supervises feel comfortable 

coming to him and suggesting new ways of working or new tools, and they have come 

up to him a number of times. C1 Employee, in turn, reported that he is comfortable 

going to C1 Innovator Supervisor or to upper management with his own ideas. 

He reported the company will put their workers in jobs they are able to succeed in . 

Different kinds of work may be modified by the use of different tools . Some workers may 

perform jobs which do not require frequent lifting because they have had previous back 

injuries. This is an example of how workers' human performance and health and 

wellness is considered in the organization . C1 Employee considers this to be part of the 

company's stand on accessibility. Figure 5 lists more information about the agents at 

Company 1. 
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Policy 

Company 1 encouraged its employees to be a part of various safety or trade 

committees in order to gain further education . The Executive agent was hired to develop 

the safety programs and OSHA related protocols for the organization. The Executive 

was given the directive to join certain safety/trade committees by the owner of the 

business. The Executive has now increased the amount of safety/trade committees he 

is a member of by approximately 60% . 

Agents C1 Innovator C 1 Supervisor C1 Employee 

Executive 

Age Range 41-50 61-70 41-50 

Position Safety Director and Project Foreman, Estimator 

Project Manager Manager/Master of New Projects 

Electrician/Code 

Compliance Officer 

Years at 15 11 20 

Company 2 

Figure 5: Information about Company 1's agents. 

One of the goals of Company 1 's program is to stay up-to-date on new regulations, 

equipment, and best practices. One committee may offer a chance to be educated on 

federal regulation by OSHA members while another enables safety managers to 

discuss their current issues and hear recommendations from other leaders. The 

meetings of a professionals' organization may have a planned agenda but have allowed 
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for individuals to raise their own topics . Networking with people in different industries is 

also valuable to the Executive, because their companies may be working on the same 

site. This way both leaders can coordinate future actions. 

The Executive also takes the information he receives from these meetings, and will turn 

them into "Toolbox Talks," as needed . These "Toolbox Talks" are sent out to various 

members of the organization formatted to fit on one or two pages. They outline new 

rules, different safety concerns, and various reminders to workers on a job site. The 

Executive will occasionally follow up these "Toolbox Talks" by meeting with electricians 

and foremen on site. All workers will gather together, and the information will be 

reviewed . This provides an opportunity to make certain everyone is familiar with the 

information and a chance to ask questions. 

The C1 Supervisor started as a foreman at the company. He was interested in the 

continuing his education . He signed up for different committees and outside training 

courses . The company has send out information on training opportunities, so would his 

union hall. He learned of more opportunities by reading training magazines and 

speaking with people who were a part of multiple committees. If the course or 

membership is deemed related to the employee's work or their desired career path, 

Company 1 provided the funding to take the course or attend a trade show, as well as 

covered travel costs . The Supervisor felt he has been able to move up in the company 

by attending different trainings and getting certain certifications. By remaining up-to-date 

on various industry standards, he was promoted t a code compliance officer. Many in 

the company have come to him to ask for clarifications on code and for suggestions. "I 

honestly feel self-motivation . I don't think [there's] anything directing you to . Every 
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company wants their employees to be active in progressing, improving themselves. I 

think it's individual." Besides basic training for OSHA Compliance and job safety, the 

company has not required a worker to go through extra education . The company has let 

workers know of opportunities and will provide funding . The Supervisor was able to go 

into the career path he wanted because the company let him take time during the work 

week to attend other opportunities and provided him with funds . 

The Employee is a foreman and recently also became an estimator of new projects. He 

has taken advantage of the training his union hall offers. He has provided feedback on 

courses and suggested topics for the hall to offer training on . The Employee is in charge 

of going over the "Toolbox Talks" with his crew members. If he has seen an issue 

happening on site, or if an injury has occurred, then he has requested that the Executive 

make a "Toolbox Talk" to address the issue. The Employee appreciated that the 

business encourages additional training for its workers . He has continued his education 

through different suggested training session the company has notified him off and 

participated in training offered by his union hall. The Employee wants to do his job well 

but does not have much interest in changing from his current job position . 

"If I suggest anything to [the owner] or [the Executive] or whoever they will 

definitely look into it ... And I tell my guys to say things. If you know of an easier, 

quicker way to do something, let me know. I may ixnay it. I may go for it. We'll 

see. A lot of it depend on how much things cost." -C1 Employee 

An important factor suggested by the C1 Employee was the open door policy. This was 

a consistent view among all of the agents in Company 1 . This factor ( open door policy) 
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may fit under Factor 2 Executive Level Backing, however this may be a new factor. This 

will be further discussed in the next section. 

Evaluation of Success Factors 

1) Adopt SMD and UD and 2) Executive Level Backing 

Continuing education and safety are important to upper management at Company 1. 

They hired the Innovator Executive to focus on establishing policies and practices that 

supported these intentions. The Innovator Executive has become a part of professional 

organizations in the area and has backed other people in the company doing so. The 

Innovator Executive takes the information he received at these meetings, along with 

relevant safety instructions, and has created simplified fliers . These fliers were 

disseminated to the workers at the company, so they are reminded or can learn this 

information . 

3) UD as A Priority on the Agenda and 4) Take Planned, Proactive Approach 

It is not mandatory for workers to join professional organizations or attend continuing 

education training. Workers do have to review the information sent to them from the 

Innovator Executive. Company 1, however, does keep track of what workers have done 

as part of the program. The Supervisor and the Employee felt that because they 

participated in the program and showed an interest in staying current with new industry 

information , that upper management noticed this and promoted them. 
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5) Make UD a Shared Task 

Workers must review the "Toolbox Talks" that are sent to them. This may be 

individually, or a foreman may bring his crew together to review the information . On the 

site, workers are responsible for each other's safety. In the office, on the other hand, the 

Supervisor reported that many workers came to him to understand what they need to do 

to fulfill certain regulations . In these cases, the Supervisor felt the workers who came to 

him could have done a more thorough search on their own . These workers could also 

have attended training session to stay up-to-date with new regulations . 

6) Provide Enabling Resources, and 7) Provide UD Expertise 

Upper management and the Innovator Executive are very open to providing funding for 

people who want it. The Supervisor and the Employee have reported this, as well. The 

Supervisor has participated in training session or visited trade shows. The Supervisor 

was allowed to miss some of the workday and was compensated for his travel 

expenses. The Innovator Executive provide what expertise he has to the company. If 

workers want to learn something else, they are encouraged to do so. 

Conclusions 

Success Factors 1, 2, 6, and 7 appear to be a part of what Company 1 is doing. Factors 

3, 4, and 5 are somewhat less important to upper management and the Innovator 

Executive. This seems to be mainly because they do not want to force workers to take 

outside training sessions. Factors 3, 4, and 5 do appear to be important to the Innovator 

Executive, the Supervisor, and the Employee personally. The supervisor and employee 
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of this company have been able to move up in the company, which they have partially 

attributed to using the policy. If workers were more aware that upper management 

considered who has used the policy when promoting a worker, than it is possible that 

workers would take more initiative acts. This would be beneficial to the company as a 

whole because they would have more highly trained workers . Figure 6 is the framework 

adapted to this company. 

Universal Design Framework: Company 1 
- · -·-------·- · - · · 

Executive Supervisor Employee 

2) Establish 
Executive Level 

Backing 

6) Provide 
Enabling 

Resources 

3) UD as a 
Priority on 

the Agenda 

3) UD as a 
Priority on 

the Agenda 

2) Establ ish 
Executive Level 

7) Provide 
UD 

4) Planned, 
Proactive 

4) Planned, 
Proactive 

Backing Expertise Approach Approach 

4) Planned, 5) Make UD 5) Make UD 

Proactive a Shared a Shared 
Approach Task Task 

7) Provide 5) Make UD 6) Provide 6) Provide 
UD a Shared Enabling Enabling 

Expertise Task Resources Resources 

Figure 6: Company 1 is fit to the conceptual framework. A white background for a success factor means it 

could not be validated. 
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Company 2: Plastics Manufacturer and Medical Device Distributor 

Ergonomic Assessment Policy 

C2 Executive 

The Executive at Company 2 has a deep breadth of knowledge about health and safety. 

He went through a number of courses at the OSHA National Training Center. Any 

ergonomic knowledge he has, is from these courses. He has heard the term universal 

design , however, was unable to define it. In his current position , he 'wears a lot of hats.' 

The Executive must perform work related to workplace safety, industrial safety, 

insurance paperwork, security, and environmental affairs. He was first in charge of the 

ergonomic program. As his position developed and expanded, less time could be 

allocated for one-on-one assessments. When the C2 Innovator Supervisor was hired , 

the C2 Executive gave him the ergonomic assessment program to further develop and 

implement. 

C2 Innovator Supervisor 

The C2 Innovator Supervisor had heard of the term universal design but was not aware 

of the definition. After it was defined for him, he reported the company as practicing the 

same principles of universal design . Safety and human factor engineering/ergonomics 
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were also terms the company did not include in the mission statement, but they were 

important considerations internally. The C2 Innovator Supervisor was working as a 

manufacturing engineer before he joined the Department of Safety and Environmental 

Affairs . He has been given the ergonomic assessment program to further develop 

C2 Employee 

The Employee at Company 2 was familiar with some health and safety procedure 

because the company has an online training program. There are a few specific training 

modules on Company 2's policies that are mandatory for all workers to take, for 

example the fire safety module. The mission statement of the company does not refer to 

universal design, health and safety, or human factors engineering. The statement does 

refer to integrity, respect, and learning. C2 Employee saw the mission as a guiding 

statement that informs how they work. She was not familiar with the term universal 

design but reported she could see how certain actions the company may relate to 

universal design as defined in the study. She was able to speak more about the health 

and safety feelings, as well as ergonomics. She has noticed the company asked people 

what kinds of lights they would like in the office. The company bought LED lights. The 

employee stated the cost savings were important, however, she now no longer needed 

to use her overhead desk lights. She finds the lighting easier on her eyes. Figure 7 

contains more information about the agents in Company 2. 

Policy 

The C2 Executive was once in charge of the ergonomic program in the company. His 

job has change over time and now more aspects of the company are delegated to him. 
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He was unable to devote enough time to the ergonomic assessment program, so he 

has chosen the C2 Innovator Supervisor to develop and implement the program. The 

C2 Innovator Supervisor has spent a significant number of hours on self-educating 

himself about workplace ergonomics and ergonomic interventions. The C2 Innovator 

Supervisor sought feedback from the C2 Executive and other members in the 

Department of Safety and Environmental Affairs when he developed the program. As 

changes have been made since the C2 Innovator Supervisor took charge of the 

program, he has given the materials to workers in the company with no knowledge of 

ergonomics to review. The C2 Innovator Supervisor uses this as an opportunity to see if 

the materials he used can be easily understood by any worker in the company. The C2 

Innovator Supervisor continually is looking for ways to continually improve the program. 

Agents C2 Executive C2 Innovator C2 Employee 

Supervisor 

Age Range 51-60 51-60 51-60 

Position Director of Safety Environmental Health Accounts Payable 

and Environmental and Safety Manager Coordinator 

Affairs 

Years at 37 17 22 

Company2 

Figure 7: Information about Company 2's agents. 
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The C2 Innovator Supervisor will go to a department which has been identified as an 

area of concern , by the company. A department will be labeled in this way based on the 

number of complaints or injuries which happen within it. Once the department has been 

chosen , he will go the manager of the department. He will perform an assessment on 

the manager first. This strategy was developed so the C2 Innovator Supervisor could 

more easily perform assessments in the rest of the department. When the manager of 

the department sees the usefulness of the program, the manager will become more 

willing to let the rest of the department participate in the program. The manager is not 

able to deny someone from the program; however, the C2 Innovator Supervisor has 

noticed it is better if the manager is compliant from the start. This seems to make it 

easier for other employees to take part of the program without any fear their manager 

will be upset at them for removing focus from their work. 

An ergonomic assessment was performed on the C2 Employee. She has dealt with 

wrist pain for some time in her career. She notified the C2 Innovator Supervisor of this 

fact. The C2 Innovator Supervisor observed her perform her job, taking both notes and 

pictures. The C2 Innovator Supervisor wrote down better ways for the C2 Employee to 

work, including what position her body should be in , how to adjust her workspace, and 

sent diagrams of what stretches to perform throughout the day. One unique aspect of 

her work, is that she must review different paper documents and write on them. There 

are document holders which can be bought for people to read off documents while 

working on the computer. These holders, however, were not structured to be written on 

by the users. The C2 Innovator Supervisor, who has a manufacturing engineering 

background, went to the factory area of the organization and made a raised and tilted 
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page holder. The employee has been able to write on this holder. The C2 Employee still 

felt very thankful for this act. The C2 Innovator Supervisor would periodically check on 

her, and others in the department, after his feedback was sent out. This way he could 

remind people of better working positions and help fix any issues they may be having. 

He also would take pictures to document their better postures and work habits. He 

would add this to the ergonomic assessment report and resend this document to them. 

The C2 Employee found this document very helpful in explaining what she is supposed 

to do. She was surprised by the differences in the pictures and found them quite 

illustrative of how much change had taken place. After learning how to work more safely 

and getting new equipment to help her, she reported that her wrist pain is noticeably 

lessened, nearly gone. 

Evaluation of Success Factors 

1) Adopt SMD and UD 

As a part of a health and safety department, the Executive and Innovator Supervisor 

strongly believe in increasing the quality of life for the worker. This is why the ergonomic 

policy was implemented. These practices were already occurring in the manufacturing 

areas of the company. Now, this program is meant to assess and better the 

environment for office workers specifically. They want to fit the environment to the 

worker, which is a part of the social model of disability. 

2) Executive Level Backing 
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The Innovator Supervisor is able to work autonomously when he performs ergonomic 

assessments. The Executive in his department has seen the Innovator Supervisor's 

evaluation plan and allows the Innovator Supervisor control over the policy. In order to 

gain approval for funding from other members of upper management, The Executive 

must make an argument for the policy in the yearly report. Additionally, the Innovator 

Supervisor has performed assessments on members of upper management and the 

leaders of different departments. This is done so these people can better understand 

why the program is important. This way people who question they policy can experience 

it for themselves. 

3) UD as A Priority on the Agenda 

The Employee reported the Innovator Supervisor has been easily reachable by email or 

by seeing him in the workplace. This has made it simple for her to keep the policy a 

priority when she is working . The Innovator Supervisor showed pictures of the 

Employee working before the assessment and after the assessment to help the worker 

see the difference. This made an impression on the Employee and contributes to her 

keeping the ergonomic training she received a priority. 

4) Take Planned 1 Proactive Approach 

The Innovator Supervisor goes to departments where the workers have reported injures 

previously or complaints of pain have arisen . The accounting department was an area 

of concern , so that is how the assessment ended up happening to the Employee. The 

Innovator uses an extensive checklist of the assessment and will add notes to the 

paperwork as changes happen. 
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5 Make UD a Shared Task 

This policy may not be very well known in the organization . Right now, the people in the 

company do not have a clear way to ask for an ergonomic assessment. It does not 

seem like the policy has been made a shared task in the company. 

6 Provide Enabling Resources 

Correcting postures, making small changes to the work environment, offering good 

stretches are all part of the policy. If the Innovator Supervisor feels it is important to buy 

new equipment for a worker, then he must ask the Executive in the department, who 

must receive approval from members of upper management. This process has worked 

in the past; however, the ability has not been given to the Innovator. 

7 Provide UD Expertise 

The Innovator Supervisor is self-taught about the field of ergonomics. He developed the 

program, in part, by combining free assessment tools online. 

Conclusions 

Based on the data that was collected Success Factors 1, 2, 3, and 4 have strong 

enough evidence for validation . Upper management has not given enough autonomy to 

the Innovator for factor 5 and 6 to be validated . There has reportedly been cooperation 
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between upper management and the Innovator for many assessments. It does appear 

that this relationship could develop further, and this would better support the Innovator. 

The Innovator does not have formal training on ergonomics. He reported being 

committed to being self-taught. This has made difficult to validate whether he has 

achieved the level of expert. For this reason , factor 7 is not validated. Figure 8 is the 

Universal Design Framework: Company 2 
- -- -- · - · - · - · - · 

Innovator Executive Supervisor Employee 

6) Provide 3) UD as a 3) UD as a 
Enabl ing Priority on Priority on 

2) Establish 
Executive Level 

Backing Resources the Agenda the Agenda 

3) UD as a 7) Provide 4) Planned, 4) Planned, 2) Establish 
Priority on UD Proactive ProactiveExecutive Level 

the Agenda Expertise Backing Approach Approach 

4) Planned, 4) Planned, 5) Make UD 5) Make UD 

Proactive Proactive a Shared a Shared 
Approach Approach Task Task 

5) Make UD 7) Provide 6) Provide 6) Provide 
a Shared UD Enabling Enabl ing 

Task Expertise Resources Resources 

framework adapted to this company. 

Figure 8: Company 2 is fit to the conceptual framework. A white background for a success factor means it 

could not be validated. 
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Company 3: Human Services Industry 

Tuition Assistance Policy 

C3 Executive 

Universal design is a term which has been used in the organization previously. The C3 

Executive has heard it in relation to work being done for construction projects. When 

asked , he defined it as "design that is created to ensure easy access to everyone. 

Regardless of their height, size, abilities. Related to traveling on their own ." This is one 

of the more knowledgeable answers from the participants interviewed in this study. The 

exact definition used for the study was read to the executive and examples of universal 

design were given which included aspects of the physical environment and how 

universal design may be applied to policies. He reported he felt he understood the 

examples. He works in human resources and thought applying universal design to 

policies was an interesting opportunity. He has not taken any training in safety or human 

factors engineering. 

C3 Innovator Supervisor 

The C3 Innovator Supervisor was unable to give any sort of definition for universal 

design. She did report she was somewhat familiar with the term because of the 

construction projects the company has been a part of in the past. She saw some 

commonalities between speakers who were brought into the company for training 

sessions and between the goals of universal design . She reported she is not 

knowledgeable of human factors engineering. 
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Her previous job was managing the company's workers' compensation insurance and 

the safety program. She is self-taught in these subjects. She participated in starting a 

safety committee in the company. This committee has different types of workers and 

managers come together to discuss and resolve different safety issues. Now the safety 

program has become too large for someone to oversee the program and work in the 

benefits area . The safety program is overseen by someone else, and she now focuses 

on the benefits packages for workers . 

There is now a committee in the company which investigates how workers can be 

retained in the organization . The C3 Innovator Supervisor did not help establish the 

committee, though she is a contributing member. One of the things the organization 

does to retain workers is offer tuition assistance. The C3 Innovator Supervisor oversees 

updating and implementing this policy. She, along with other members of the employee 

retention committee, go to different workplaces in the organization and present benefit 

options employees can take advantage of through the company. In addition to this, the 

committee sends of surveys to different workers in the organization to get feedback on 

current policies and to ask for recommendations for other benefits which could be 

added. 

C3 Employee 

The Employee at Company 3 has completed courses in interior design and was familiar 

with universal design because of these courses. She defined universal design as "Make 

everything accessible to all, no matter the size or abilities." This definition showed a 

good, general understanding. She was somewhat aware of health and safety policies as 
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she has does some work with workers' compensation insurance. She does not have 

knowledge regarding human factors engineering. Figure 9 lists more information about 

Company 3's agents. 

Agents C3 Executive C3 Innovator C3 Employee 

Supervisor 

Age Range 51-60 31-40 21-30 

Position Associate Vice Director of Employee Human Resources 

President Relations and Information 

Systems Manager 

Years at 10 9 8 

Company2 

Figure 9: Information about Company 3's agents. 

Policy 

The company offers a Tuition Assistance Program as a benefit for its employees. Each 

year an employee is able to apply for funding to pay for one course. The course needs 

to be related to the work the company does. The course may help them in their current 

position or assist them in getting to their desired job in the organization . The C3 

Employee heard about this benefit policy at orientation and saw it on the company's 

website . She was encouraged by people in her department and her manager to take 
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advantage of the program. She was hoping to switch into the human resources 

department and getting a master's in human resources information technology would 

help her get the job she desired . C3 Employee spoke with her manager about the tuition 

assistance program, and the manager was very encouraging . The C3 Employee found 

the program well-advertised and easy to apply for. She did not need to reach out for 

anyone to help her fill out the request form . The C3 Innovator Supervisor processed the 

form and submitted it to C3's manager and the Director of Benefits. Both approved C3 

Employees request. The Innovator Supervisor reported the main reason someone 

would be denied for the tuition assistance program is the amount of funds allocated to 

the policy has been depleted for that year. Someone participating in the policy must 

show they completed and passed the course to receive funds . The employee applies for 

tuition assistance before taking the course, would receive initial approval for funds . After 

proving completion of the course, the funds are distributed. 

Along with the company accepting her request for tuition assistance, she was also able 

to work flexible hours. She needed to work flexible hours so she could attend class and 

complete her course work. For a short time, she worked part-time instead of full time to 

complete her degree. After a few years of completing courses and working , she was 

able to graduate with her master's degree. Now the C3 Employee is working in the 

human resources department, which is what she was working towards. 
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Evaluation of Success Factors 

1 Adopt SMD and UD 

Their mission, as being a health services agency, is to provide support to people. 

Universal design , health and safety, and human factors engineering are not specifically 

listed in the company's mission statement. One quote from the interviews which shows 

that the company cares for their workers is: 

"We want our employees to have a good work environment and a good work 

environment means inclusive, right? So, a good work environment means safe, 

enjoyable." - Executive 

The employee retention committee is also an example of the company wanting 

employees to feel cared about. This policy aids workers reach career goals and to move 

up in the company. 

2 Executive Level Backing 

The Innovator Supervisor and the Executive reported that funding was the main reason 

someone would not be able to participate in the program. The company is interested in 

employee retention and have set up a committee of agency leaders to consider a 

variety of topics that may increase employee retention . Part of this project is to find what 

types of benefits the employees want. The committee has sent members to different 

departments in the organization . The committee members remind other employees of 

the benefits the company offers, which were told to them previously during their 

orientation . 
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3 UD as A Priority on the Agenda 

This program allows workers to better themselves and work on their career goals. This 

opportunity is offered to full and part-time employees. A worker may transition from full

time to part-time when going to school, which is what the Employee did for a few 

months. People in the office seem to be willing to make adjustments for the Employee 

to work and go to school. 

4 Take Planned, Proactive Approach 

The main limiting factor is the amount of funding allocated for the program each year. 

The amount of funding is affected by the amount of profits devoted to it. The Employee 

was able to speak with her direct manager about the program. They created a plan for 

her to complete her work and go to school. This plan was adapted as her school 

schedule changed . Each year she was able to re-apply to the program and receive 

funding . Now that she has her master's degree, the Employee was able to transfer to 

her desired position . 

5 Make UD a Shared Task 

Other workers in the department and C3's Employee's manager reminded her of the 

Tuition Reimbursement Policy. It's a very large company, so there are diverse fields of 

work available. People have the opportunity to stay and transfer to a different position . 

This opens their opportunities for taking different types of courses. 
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6 Provide Enabling Resources 

The employee handbook is accessible on the company website . The HR department 

can be reached during work hours or outside of them. There is a way to contact the 

CEO of the company online to leave a comment or suggestion . The worker could leave 

their name or remain anonymous. 

The form used to request tuition Reimbursement is a one-sided document. It is 

purposely made simple to fill out. If the employee had any questions about the 

document, they could as someone in the HR department for assistance, specifically the 

C3 Innovator Supervisor. For this policy, the enabling resource appears to be funding . 

An employee may apply for Tuition Reimbursement Assistance once a year. 

7 Provide UD Expertise 

Working in the human services industry may lead people in Company 3 to thoroughly 

consider what may benefit other employees . The Innovator Supervisor is a part of the 

human resources department, and she has a background in safety. These experiences 

seem to have helped shape the policy. 

Conclusions 

There is substantial evidence that the success factors 1-7 are a part of the policy in 

Company 3. The company is focused on providing help to people in the community, and 

this may have directly impacted how they develop policies which affect their workers . 

This company did not design the policy with knowledge of universal design. This 
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illustrates that the human services focus of the company is compatible with universal 

design concepts . Figure 10, below, shows the framework validation of Company 3. 

Universal Design Framework: Company 3 

Innovator Executive Employee 

6) Provide2) Establish 
EnablingExecutive Level 

ResourcesBacking 

3) UD as a 7) Provide 2) Establish 
Priority on UD Executive Level 

the Agenda Expertise Backing 

4) Planned, 
Proactive 
Approach 

5) Make UD 7) Provide 6) Provide 6) Provide 
a Shared UD Enabling Enabling 

Task Expertise Resources Resources 

Figure 10: The conceptual framework has been evaluated for Company 3. Based on the data, the 

company seems to fulfill all seven success factors. 

Innovator Comparison 

An innovator agent in a company can change other peoples' perspectives on how 

policies should be established . In this study, three innovators were examined as a part 

of their company. In this section, the innovators will be compared to each other. This will 

be done to consider if the success factors assigned to the innovator in the framework 

can be validated . Figure 11 depicts information about the three innovators. 
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Agents C1 Innovator C2 Innovator C3 Innovator 

Executive Supervisor Supervisor 

Age Range 41-50 31-40 31-40 

Position Safety Director and Director of Employee Director of Employee 

Project Manager Relations Relations 

Years at 15 9 9 

Company 2 

Figure 11: This table compares information about the 3 Innovators in this study. 

C1 Innovator Executive and C2 Innovator Supervisor were part of the safety department 

and so one of their desired outcomes is to increase the safety of the workplace. C3 

Innovator Supervisor is interested in increasing employee retention. C1 Innovator 

Executive wants to stay aware of new regulatory issues and the best approaches to 

deal with hazards. This is why the C1 Innovator Executive will pay for their workers to 

receive outside education . C1 Innovator Executive is interested in workers gaining 

knowledge which will make the workplace safer. Workers at Company 1 have been able 

to use the policy to move up in the organization . The C2 Innovator Supervisor is self

taught and provides one-on-one training to employees to increase the safety of the work 

environment. Company 1 has their policy so that what a worker learns can be brought 
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back to the organization. Company 2, instead, intensely focuses on specific training for 

an individual worker. 

Company 3's policy was not developed by the health and safety department but the 

human resources department. Similar to Company 1, Company 3 provides funding for 

outside education . In Company 3, the reimbursement is meant for funding college 

courses. Both of the Innovators at Companies 1 and 3 reported that people can use the 

policy to move up or change job positions. The C1 Supervisor and the C3 Employee 

have used the program to obtain the jobs they wanted in the organization. The C2 

Employee used the policy to improve their personal health. Despite the great difference 

between policies, all three policies increased the quality of life of the workers . 

Evaluation of Success Factors 

1 Adopt SMD and UD 

After defining the Medical Model of Disability and the Social Model of Disability, the 

Innovators were asked which Model more closely fit the organization's plans. C1 

Innovator Executive stated that the medical model is what their company follows . There 

is consideration of which worker is best fit for different jobs. On the construction site, it is 

not safe for a worker to rejoin if they have not fully healed. This is why the medical 

model is focused on in the company. Company 2 does a mix of both . Employees should 

be cleared to work by a physician , closely related to the Medical Model. Company 2, 

thought, has made considerable changes to fit the job to their worker. The company has 

made adjustments to the work station for a more ergonomic fit and has changed which 
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box size they use for shipping. The new boxes are half the size of the original boxes, 

and this reduces workers muscle strain when moving the boxes. C3 Innovator 

Supervisor was not able to say whether or not their policies more closely follow one or 

the either policy. C3 Innovator Supervisor said , "I guess in a big picture way it's giving 

access to people." Based on the current data, it seems that Company 3's work is more 

closely aligned with the social model of disability. Company 3 provides financial 

assistance when their workers need it. This is an example of the company changing to 

better suit the employee. 

None of the innovators were aware of universal design . After it was explained to them, 

all three could see some shared characteristics with their field and universal design . 

Universal design goals and tenets such as: human performance, social participation , 

and health and wellness, were similar to the companies' goals in the safety and human 

resources fields . 

2 Executive Level Backing 

Each Innovator still needed to get funding outside of the department. Upper 

management in Company 1 seemed to really support the policy. In Company 1, an 

employee can receive funding to attend an event or training session by talking to upper 

management and showing that it would be worth attending. An employee may want to 

receive funding to get specialized training or to become a member of a local safety 

society. If upper management perceives that it will help the employee grow and it that 

would help the company, they have given funding in the past. Company 2, conversely, 

had to continually convince people in the organization that the policy was important. In 
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Company 2, the Innovator Supervisor will go to a department that has been identified as 

possibly posing a risk to the employee. The C2 Innovator Supervisor will speak with the 

supervisor of the department about why ergonomic safety is important. The C2 

Innovator Supervisor will do an assessment on the department's supervisor and make 

suggestions and changes to the work environment. Previously, this has convinced the 

department's manager the program is worth participating in . Getting the department's 

supervisor on board early in the assessment process has made the process go more 

smoothly for the C2 Innovator Supervisor to perform assessment in the rest of the 

department now that he has this backing . C2 Innovator Supervisor conducted 

assessments with certain members of upper management for the same reasons, and 

because they choose if the program received funding . The C3 Innovator Supervisor 

does not need to take as forward of an approach as the innovators from C1 and C2 . 

Company 3 sets aside funding each year for the policy. The C3 Innovator Supervisor 

will forward the paperwork for approving tuition assistance to the employee's supervisor 

and to the Director of Benefits for approval. The employee and their supervisor will 

speak about why the course fits into the employee's career goals at the organization . 

Then the supervisor and Director of Benefits can move forward . 

3 UD as A Priority on the Agenda 

The policies at all three companies are optional. Company 1 and 3 have made it very 

acceptable in the workforce to participate in these policies. The Innovator at Company 2 

must still convince others in the organization that the policy is helpful. 
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4 Take Planned 1 Proactive Approach 

The C1 Innovator Executive was hired to enhance current policies. C1 Innovator 

Executive is in charge of promoting the policy and disseminating information to others in 

the organization . C1's upper management is able to allocate money to employees to 

join different associations or attend training sessions. After an assessment, the C2 

Innovator Supervisor will decide which equipment is best for the employee. He then 

worked with upper management to get approval for funds . C3 Innovator Supervisor will 

seek approval for an employee to join the policy by reaching out to the benefits director 

and the employee's supervisor. 

All three companies have taken feedback from the employees participating in the 

program. For Company 1, the chance to enroll in the policy is expressed in the field and 

in the office. Upper management has made suggestions to a worker directly that they 

participate in the program. The workers in Company 1 are encouraged to take part of the 

policy if they want to learn or think it would help with the job. People who do participate 

in the program will let upper management know what they thought about the training. 

This information is recorded . Company 2 does not currently have a formal method for 

requesting ergonomic training. Departments have been targeted base on identified 

areas of concern . A worker who has received the ergonomic assessment is able to 

contact the C2 Innovator Supervisor at any time. At Company 3 the employees are told 

about this program in the orientation , it is in the handbook, and it is communicated 

through agency news. These employees may provide feedback directly to the C3 

Innovator Supervisor or even contact the CEO of the company directly. 
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Company 1 and Company 2 take indirect measurements of their outcomes by looking at 

the injury rate. Neither of them have kept track specifically of their workers who 

participate in the program and their injuries. Company 1 has cases of specific workers 

who have used their policy to gain further education and who have moved from 

seasonal work to being a yearly office worker. The C3 Innovator Supervisor says there 

is a separate committee working on ways to retain employees. C3 Innovator Supervisor 

believes the committee is working on analyzing who has taken advantage of the policy 

and how long they have stayed in the company. The ergonomic policy at Company 2 is 

meant to prevent injuries, and this makes it difficult to assume how many injuries would 

have occurred if they had not stepped in . The Executive and Innovator Supervisor for 

Company 2, in their yearly report, have been able to give present cases they feel would 

have resulted in an injury if they had not intervened . This is illustrated in whether or not 

a worker has stopped filling complaints about their physical well-being. 

5 Make UD a Shared Task 

Company 1 employees around 300 workers during construction season, and employees 

around 150 people in the off-season . The C1 Innovator Executive felt that because of 

the size of the company, everybody knows everybody. This encourages people to talk 

to upper management. Making all employees comfortable to approach upper 

management appears to increase the number of employees who sign up for the 

program. C2 Innovator Supervisor has emailed evaluations and recommendations after 

conducting the ergonomic assessment. He asked for feedback in the email to see how 

the employee perceived the evaluation and recommendations . This wass followed up by 

periodical in-person visits by C2 Innovator Supervisor to the employee. The C2 
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Innovator Supervisor answered questions and talked about concerns. The ergonomic 

program was about changing habits. The C2 Innovator Supervisor reinforced that it may 

take 30-45 days for the worker to get used to the change. Company 3 has an employee 

service line that is staffed by the human resources department. Workers are able to 

speak to their managers or someone in the human resources department in person, as 

well. In Companies 1 and 3, people who participated in their policies can use their new 

knowledge to educate those around them. In Company 2, the people who participated in 

the program may share some information with their peers. It is still best for the workers 

if they interact directly with the C2 Innovator Supervisor. 

6 Provide Enabling Resources 

All the programs existed before the person was hired . Each person was given a certain 

amount of freedom to change the policy. C1 Innovator Executive and C2 Innovator 

Supervisor added on to the program and were able to innovate the practices. The C3 

Innovator Supervisor was given the task of directly handling the policy. C3 Innovator 

Supervisor was able to make the paperwork, to make it more efficient. The C3 Innovator 

appeared to have made the least amount of changes to the policy, compared to the 

other innovators. Each believed that their effort has improved the office environment for 

the workers. The other agents in the three companies have reported feeling supported 

by their innovator. Each Innovator has optimized the plan based on their current 

knowledge and experience and is open to possible changes in the future . 
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7 Provide UD Expertise 

The C 1 Innovator Executive was hired to make their policy more robust. C2 and C3 

Innovators were promoted from within to a position which involved running this policy. 

The innovators at Company 1 and 3 have a formal education related to the work they do 

for the policy. The C2 Innovator Supervisor is self-taught. Based on what the Employee 

at Company 2 reported, however, the ergonomic assessment has really reduced the 

pain she felt while working . There is limited data, but it appears the C2 is able to 

perform his work to a high standard . 

Conclusions 

Each innovator played a pivotal role in their company. The C2 Innovator Supervisor 

appeared to be more constrained than the other innovators. Upper management at 

Company 2 did not have as strong of a buy-in to the policies compared to the other two 

companies. This made it difficult for C2 Innovator Supervisor to make UD a shared task 

in the company or to provide enabling resources. At Company 3, a worker can plan to 

attend certain courses and then be able to transfer to a different position in the 

company. At Company 1, a worker may move up in the organization because of how 

they have taken advantage of the policy. This does not appear to be planned as clearly 

as Company 3's policy. Both C2 Supervisor and C2 Employee were noticed by the 

innovator and upper management. This is how they were able to be promoted . For 

these reasons, certain success factors appear validated in Figure 12, below. 
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Figure 12: The success factors of each Innovator are compared. A white background for a success factor 
means it could not be validated. 
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Chapter 5. Discussion 

The preliminary results provide a positive outlook for the framework. The data collected 

from each company does show that the majority of the success factors existed in all 

three cases. Although some success factors were missing from Company 1 and 

Company 2's policies, this does not necessarily disprove parts of the framework. It is 

possible that the policies could be improved if the missing success factors were fulfilled. 

Company 1 could have a planned and proactive approach in their policy by talking with 

their workforce about how they can use the program to work towards being promoted . 

Currently, some workers do want to take different training courses. It may encourage 

workers to be more active in their industry if the company tried to assist in planning an 

employee's future career goals. In Company 3, the Employee was able to do this with 

her direct boss and the human resources department. 

Company 2 has the support of the executive in the health and safety department. The 

reason success factors 5 and 6 (Make UD a Shared Task and Provide Enabling 

Resources) could not be validated is because of other members in upper management. 

The C2 Innovator Supervisor has to continually convince members of upper 

management, and leaders in different departments, that the ergonomic assessment 

policy is worth funding . For Companies 1 and 3, their upper managements have set the 

expectation that they will back the policy. Although there is clear evidence that the C2 

Innovator Supervisor has helped workers through the policy, it is not clear if he can be 
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described as an expert. The innovators at Companies 1 and 3 have formal received 

formal educations. 

The scientific endpoints of the study were achieved. The case studies represent how 

the diffusion of universal design , or a related principal was implemented into three 

workplaces. The framework mapped the diffusion of information across people. The job 

qualities were investigated and compared to the success factors . Ideally, readers will be 

able to use this information to benefit their own workplaces. 

Revisions to the Framework 

There were some points which people kept bringing up in their interviews. The "culture 

of the workplace" was one of them. All of the agents remarked on this aspect. The 

employees interviewed reported feeling very comfortable participating in the policies. 

They felt their organization "cared about [them] ." Currently the framework focuses on 

agent characteristics. Perhaps a better model would list factors for the organization . 

A sustained commitment to knowledge was apparent in all of the innovators. Each of 

them was interested in learning current industry practices and how to make their policy 

better. Innovators at Company 1 and 2, in particular, have done extensive work to learn 

how to improve their policies. The C1 Innovator Executive has joined professional 

organizations and completed outside training . The C2 Innovator Supervisor has 

educated himself on ergonomics and work station design . Having a best practice 

implies that it is up-to-date based on current knowledge in the industry. This may be a 

factor worth adding to the current framework. 
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Limitations and Future Work 

The difference in industry may be an important factor when applying the framework. 

Companies 1 and 2 have safety departments because they are a part of construction or 

manufacturing . An organization which has developed a department to care for the 

health of the workers may focus more closely on how to improve the quality of life for 

their employees. Similarly, a company in the human services industry may take extra 

care to provide useful benefits for their workers. Additionally, each of the companies 

employed over 100 people. Using these companies has been useful to illustrate current 

best practices in the field . If another study is conducted with the current framework, 

companies who employee under 100 people may provide different insight. Companies 

without a safety department and companies that are not in the human services industry 

could be chosen for future research . This may lead to finding gaps in knowledge 

between differently oriented industries. 

The policies in this study were not mandated by the company. This means that most 

workers at an organization may not have been taught the importance of the policies. 

The people who participated in the policy made universal design a shared task. This 

was not the case for the entire organization . Choosing a policy which is mandatory for 

certain workers will provide a different perspective than these voluntary policies. 

None of the policies researched in this study were created with universal design in 

mind . In the future, it may be easier to access companies with universal design 

knowledge creating polices. This would be an opportunity to list new or updated best 

practices. 
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Appendix A. Recruitment Message 

Version Date: Version 2: 12/15/17 

Investigator: Cassandra Kern 

Hello, 

I am a graduate student at the University at Buffalo. I am conducting a study for my 

thesis to understand how current work practices are implemented and what guiding 

principles are used to create these practices related to universal design , health, safety, 

and/or ergonomics. I am looking to interview about three people in the company. The 

type of people I intend to interview includes someone who is involved in planning a work 

practice (1 ), one of the people who needed to approve the work practice (2), and an 

employee who is affected by the work practice (3). These interviews will take 

approximately 30 minutes to 1 hour. 

The full survey is still being developed . Sample questions include: 

How are you related to the current universal design/safety/human factors engineer 

related program/policies in the organization? Did you help create them, implement 

them, etc.? 

Please describe your process for instituting the program/policy? 

Who have you interacted with through this program/policy? (i .e. a manager, 

another employee, a consultant, etc.) If yes, in what way have you interacted? If no, are 

there any ways you would like to interact with others in the organization? 
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Any proprietary or identifying information about the company or interviewee will be 

removed. The thesis is intended to document best practices in the field . I hope to 

interview at least three companies. I will share the results with each company who 

participates. 

Please let me know if you and your company may be able to participate. Please feel 

free to contact me if you wish to further discuss any aspect of the study. 

Kindest regards, 

Cassandra Kern 

Masters Student, Dept. of Industrial and Systems Engineering 

University at Buffalo 
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Appendix B. Study Protocol Steps 

A. Recruitment and Screening 

1) An email or call will be made to one of the Pl's previous contacts or to another 

business that appears to have a universal design or related (human factors, safety, 

ergonomic) program. 

2) The potential participant will be identified and emailed or called using the "Kern 9.3 

Recruitment Message," attached . 

3) If the potential participant declines to participate they will not be contacted again . If 

the potential participant would like to participate, then the Screening Questionnaire 

(found in "Kern Screening and Interview Questions") will be sent to them to fill out. 

a) At the same time as they are given access to the Screening Questionnaire, they 

will be told about the agent types in the study. The potential participant will be 

asked to identify others who may be eligible to part of the study. The Pl will ask 

the potential participant for emails or phone numbers of these people. This is not 

considered confidential information because this information could be access 

from a company website . The Pl will begin the recruitment process for the 

identified personnel. 

4) The Pl will review the answers of the Screening Questionnaire to see if the potential 

participant fits into one of the four worker agent categories, i.e. Executive, Manager, 

Employee, or Consultant. 

a) If there is no other participant in their workplace who has been placed in that 

agent category then they will be accepted into the study. If another participant 
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has already agreed to participate and is in the same category, then the newer 

potential subject will be emailed or called to thank them for their interest and 

telling them they are not needed at this time based on the study's needs. 

5) The participant who has filled out the Screening Questionnaire and been placed into 

a worker agent category by the Pl , will be contacted to schedule a time and place 

that suits them to complete the interview. 

6) The Pl will make certain that the interview can be conducted in a place that will have 

visual and sound barriers so that the interviewee feels their privacy is maintained. 

7) A reminder call or email will be sent two days before the scheduled interview to 

confirm the time and place with the participant. 

B. Within 24 hours before the interview 

1) The Pl will test the audio recording equipment to make certain everything is in 

working order. 

2) The Pl will make certain the computer/audio recording equipment has enough 

battery power to last the study. 

3) The Pl will pack the charger for the computer/audio recording equipment in case 

either needs to be charged during the interview. 

4) The Pl will have opened the study questions on the computer. 

5) The Pl will have printed out the consent forms and study questions to give to the 

subject. 

C. Meeting the Subject 

1) The Pl will meet the participant at the previously discussed time and location . 
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a) The participant and Pl will go to a room with visual and sound barriers for the 

participant's privacy. The door to the room will be closed , if applicable. 

2) The Pl will open the computer, where the study questions will already be opened . 

3) The Pl will set up the audio recording and test it with the participant to make sure it 

is in working order, i.e. checking the recording equipment is close enough to the 

participant to collect clear audio. 

4) The Pl will give the participant the consent document ("Kern Consent Document 

v3"), tell the participant they may take their time reading it. The Pl will answer any 

questions the participant has about it. The Pl will remind the participant that no 

proprietary information will be asked during the interview and that they are free to 

choose to not participate at any time. 

a) The Pl will let the subject know that their answers will be de-identified in the final 

thesis report. Since there are only three participants at each workplace for the 

study, however, the Pl cannot ensure full confidentiality between the subject's 

own coworkers. Even de-identified , the subject's coworkers may be able to make 

assumptions of who said what based knowing the four agent types. The Pl will 

also let the subject know that de-identified outcome information the company was 

collecting on those in the program may be collected , i.e. categorized injury 

reports or work attendance data . This information may be used in the final thesis 

report . 

5) The Pl will ask the subject to respond to the following questions. 1. Have you had a 

chance to read the consent information sheet? 2. Do you have any questions? 3. 

May I audio record this interview? 4. May we begin? 
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a) If the participant answers affirmative to questions 1,3, and 4, and has no further 

questions (question 2) then the Pl will continue with the interview. The orally 

agreement to the consent document will be noted by the Pl. Then the interview 

may begin . 

b) If the participant does not agree to the consent document, then the interview will 

not happen. The Pl will thank the participant for their time. The equipment will be 

packed up and the Pl will leave. 

D. Start of Interview 

1) The participant will be given a copy of the questions, so that it is easier for them to 

understand and follow along with the questions. If the interview happens over Skype 

then the Pl will email the interviewee the questions ahead of time. 

a) The Pl will remind the subject that no propriety information will be asked for in the 

interview, and any accidently revealed will be removed from the transcripts . 

2) The Pl will go through the interview questions that suit the participant's worker agent 

category. 

3) If the participant has related thoughts on a question , then the Pl will allow some 

deviation from the interview question . If the related thoughts deviate too far from the 

interview questions, or the comments exceed 30 seconds of time, the Pl will draw 

the participants question back to the written questions. 

a) If the participant chooses to stop the interview for any reason , then the interview 

will stop. The Pl will thank the participant for their time. The Pl will ask if they may 

use the information the participant has already given for the study. If the 

participant says no, then the information will not be used . If the participant says 
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yes, then the information may be used in final analysis for quotations, but not for 

quantitative analysis . The equipment will be packed up, and the Pl will leave. 

4) The Pl will ask if the company was collecting any outcome data on those in the 

program, i.e. categorized injury report or work attendance data . 

a) If the company was not collecting data, then the Pl will proceed to Step D.5. 

b) If the company was collecting outcome data, the Pl will ask if the Pl may receive 

access to a de-identified version of the data. The Pl will inform the subject that 

the data may be used in the final thesis report. It will be made clear that this 

information will be on all of those in the program, and the subject's specific data 

will not be asked for. 

i) If the subject says yes, the data will be collected . 

ii) If the subject says no, the data will not be collected . 

5) The interview and audio recording will end after the questions have been answered 

or at the end of one hour, as the participant needs. 

E. End of the interview 

1) The Pl will collect the printed version of the study questions the subject was allowed 

to use for clarity during the interview, if the interview is in person . 

2) The participant will be thanked for their time and participation. 

3) The subject and the Pl will leave the room. 

F. Next Steps 

1) The Pl will have use a transcript service to document the interview. 

2) The Pl will charge the equipment for the next study. 
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3) The protocol will restart with a new participant. 
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Appendix C. Questionnaires Coded by 

Success Factors and Listed by Agent Types 

Screening 

1. Email 

2. Name 

3. "Please briefly describe your job responsibilities and what field you work in (i .e. 

human resources, marketing, human factors engineering, manufacturing, etc.)" 

4. How are you related to the current universal design/human factors 

engineer/ergonomics/safety related program/policies in the organization? Did you 

help create them, implement them, etc.? 

5. What is your companies mission , with respect to universal design? 

a. Health and safety? 

b. Human Factors Engineering/Ergonomics? 

c. Accessibility? 

i. 1/A Adopt Social Modal of Disability 

6. What is your level of authority in the Organization? ( 0-3; 0=no influence, 1 =little 

influence, 2=moderately influential , and 3=most influential) 

a. (Agent Type) 

7. What is the likelihood you would be able to meet with higher level executives to 

propose changes to programs/policies? This is compared to everyone else in the 
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organization . ( 0-3; 0=no influence, 1 =little influence, 2=moderately influential , 

and 3=most influential) 

a. (2/B Establish Executive Level Backing 

8. What is your level of authority to make to make workplace polices on universal 

design , human factors engineering, ergonomics, or safety a priority on the 

agenda? ( 0-3; 0=no influence, 1 =little influence, 2=moderately influential , and 

3=most influential) 

a. 3/C Set UD a Priority on Agenda 

9. What is your level of authority to make a universal design , human factors 

engineering, ergonomics or safety policy/program a shared task? ( 0-3; 0=no 

influence, 1 =little influence, 2=moderately influential , and 3=most influential) 

a. 5/E Make UD a Shared Task 

10. What is your level of authority to set goals for an universal design , human factors 

engineering, ergonomics or safety policy/program? ( 0-3; 0=no influence, 1 =little 

influence, 2=moderately influential , and 3=most influential) 

a. 4/D Take a Planned , Proactive Approach 

11. What is your level of authority to enforce an universal design , human factors 

engineering, ergonomics or safety policy/program? ( 0-3; 0=no influence, 1 =little 

influence, 2=moderately influential , and 3=most influential) 

a. Agent Type, 3/C Set UD as a Pritority on Agenda, 5/E Make UD a Shared 

Task 

12. What is your level of authority to allocate money and resources for a new 

universal design , human factors engineering, ergonomics or safety 
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policy/program? ( 0-3; 0=no influence, 1 =little influence, 2=moderately influential , 

and 3=most influential) 

a. 6/F Provide Enabling Resources 

13. What is your level of authority to hire a consultant for a universal design , human 

factors engineering, ergonomics or safety new policy/program? ( 0-3; 0=no 

influence, 1 =little influence, 2=moderately influential , and 3=moste influential) 

a. 7/G Provide Sources of UD Expertise 

14. Please give one or more examples, if possible, of a policy at work that goes 

beyond meeting legally mandated requirements and increase the quality of life 

for the worker. This policy may involve ergonomic changes, implementing 

employee ideas, special accommodations for working at home, etc. This may 

become the topic for our interviews later. 

Introduction 

1. What is your name? (Law 2010) 

2. What is your email? 

3. What is your gender? (Law 2010) 

4. What age range are you currently a part of? (Law 2010) 

a. (20-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, 61-70, 71-80, 81-90) 

5. What industry is your organization in? (ex, electrical , manufacturing, grocery, 

etc.) 

6. Approximately how many employees work in this company? (Law 2010) 
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a. Under 10 employees, 11-30, etc. (how ask?) 

7. What is your current job title? (Law 2010) 

8. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

a. What was your major/concentrations? (Law 2010) 

9. Are you familiar with universal design? 

a. If yes, then please give your definition . 

b. If no, then define: "It is a design process that enables and empowers a 

diverse population by improving human performance, health and wellness, 

and social participation" (Steinfeld and Maisel, 2012). 

10. Have you received any 

a. universal design education? 

b. Health and safety education? 

c. Human factors engineering/ergonomics education? 

d. If yes, Please explain through what medium (ex. saw a lecture, took a 

class, journal article, conference presentation, working with UD 

consultant) . (Law 2010) 

11. What is your field of work? (ex. safety, human factors engineering, human 

resources, etc.) (Law 2010) 

a. How many years have you been working in this field? 

12. How many years have you worked at your current organization? (Law 2010) 

13. How many years have you worked in your current job position? (Law 2010) 
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Innovator 

1. Please further describe your role in the company? 

a. What are your job responsibilities? (roles, level of authority to enforce 

practice) 

2. What is your companies mission , with respect to universal design? (or what 

current practices are implemented in the workplace? (1/A Adopt Social Model of 

Disability) (https://www.allfie .org.uk/definitions/models-of-disability/) 

a. Health and safety policies? 

b. Human Factors Engineering/Ergonomics policies? 

c. Accessibility policies? 

3. This policy has been chosen for us to look at, please describe the policy. 

4. Did you add onto a current program/policy or did you create a completely new 

one? (4/D Take a Planned Proactive Approach) 

5. How did you decide to create this program/policy? 

6. Was there a problem or issue that made you think things should change? (4/D 

Take a Planned Proactive Approach) 

7. What made you believe that the issues previously stated in the last question 

would be resolved or mitigated with your program/policy? 

8. What are the outcomes that are desired from this program/policy? 

9. Are these outcomes measured? 

a. If yes, how? 

1 O.Are you familiar with the social and medical models of disability? (1/A Adopt 

Social Model of Disability) 
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a. If Yes, ask for their definitions. 

i. What model did you use to create this policy? 

b. If No, give definitions. "In the social model, Disability lies not with the 

individual but with society. Disability lies with the individual and the 

individual must be changed ." (https://www.allfie.org.uk/definitions/models

of-disability/) 

i. Ask what model is more similar to how they created this policy? 

11. What resources did you use to make this policy? (7 Provide UD Expertise) 

12.Are people in the workplace able to provide feedback on the program/policy? 

(5/E Make UD a Shared Task) 

a. If yes, how would employees at different levels of the organization do this? 

b. If no, why? 

1. Are the employees told this is an option? 

11. If they are able to provide feedback, are employees told their 

feedback has been received? 

13. Did you have to receive approval from someone(s) to implement the policy? (2/B 

Executive Level Backing? 

a. If Yes, then what was their job title? 

1. What was their initial response? 

11. What did you show them to convince them the policy was worth 

implementing? 

b. If No, then when do you need to seek approval from others for 

implementing policies? 
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14. ls there a process at this organization for someone to follow in order to suggest a 

new or changes to a policy/program? (5/E Make UD a Shared Task) 

a. If yes, please describe the process? 

b. If no, then how are changes made in the organization? 

15. Who in the organization did you ask for input, if any? (2/B Take a Planned 

Proactive Approach) 

16. Were there any records or data from the organization that you used to create this 

program/policy? (2/B Take a Planned Proactive Approach) 

17. Please describe your process for instituting the program/policy? (2/B Take a 

Planned Proactive Approach) 

18. How are employees affected by this program/policy? (5/E Make UD a Shared 

Task) 

a. Can employees ask to participate in the program or are they automatically 

in the program? 

19. Now that the program is instituted , is there anything you would change? 

a. (could ask about each of 7 success factors) 
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Executive 

1. Please further describe your role in the company? Skip if innovator. 

a. What are your job responsibilities? (roles, level of authority to enforce 

practice) 

2. What is your companies mission , with respect to universal design? (or what 

current practices are implemented in the workplace?) (1/A Adopt Social Model of 

Disability) Skip if innovator. 

a. Health and safety policies? 

b. Human Factors Engineering/Ergonomics policies? 

c. Accessibility policies? 

3. This policy has been chosen for us to look at, please further describe the policy. 

4. How are you involved in the creating the policy? 

5. Who brought this idea of change to you? 

a. What was their job position? 

i. (2/B Establish Executive Level Backing) 

6. What expertise was used to create this policy? (7/G Provide UD Expertise) 

a. Universal design? 

b. Health and safety? 

c. Human factors engineering/ergonomics? 

7. What outcomes are expected/hoped for with this program/policy? ( 4/D Planned 

Proactive Approach) 

a. How were these outcomes measured? 
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b. Were you or the organization able to achieve these outcomes? Why or 

why not? 

8. How are you going about instituting the policy? 

9. How are you involved in running the policy? 

10. Who have you interacted with through this program/policy? (i .e. a manager, 

another employee, a consultant, etc.) 

a. Are there any ways you would like to interact with others in the 

organization? 

11. Did you receive any special training or education as part of the program/policy? 

(6/F Provide Enabling Resources) 

a. If yes, please explain . 

b. If no, would any type of training or education been helpful , please explain. 

12.Are you able to allocate money and resources to this program/policy? (2/B 

Establish Executive Level Backup, 6/F Provide Enabling Resources) 

a. If yes, in what way? 

b. If no, who in the organization can? 

13.Are you able to make the program/policy a shared task among workers? (5/E 

Make UD a Shared Task) 

a. If yes, in what way? 

b. If no, is anyone in the organization able to? 

14. How is this program/policy run in the organization? (3/C UD as a Priority on 

Agenda) 

15. How is the program/policy enforced? (3/C UD as a Priority on Agenda) 
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16. ls there anything else you think is missing from questions, that you would like to 

add? 
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Supervisor 

1. Please further describe your role in the company? Skip if Innovator. 

a. What are your job responsibilities? (roles, level of authority to enforce 

practice) 

2. What is your companies mission , with respect to universal design? (or what 

current practices are implemented in the workplace?) (1/A Adopt Social Model of 

Disability) Skip if Innovator. 

a. Health and safety policies? 

b. Human Factors Engineering/Ergonomics policies? 

c. Accessibility policies? 

3. This policy has been chosen for us to look at, please further describe the policy. 

4. How are you involved in the creating the policy? (4/D Planned , Proactive 

Approach) 

a. Instituting the policy? (5/E Make UD a Shared Task) 

b. running the policy? 

5. who brought this idea to you? 

a. What was their job position? 

6. What expertise was used to create this policy? (7/G Provide UD Expertise) 

a. Universal design? 

b. Health and safety? 

c. Human factors engineering/ergonomics? 

7. What outcomes are expected/hoped for with this program/policy? (4/D Planned , 

Proactive Approach) 
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a. If yes, how are these outcomes being measured? 

b. Were you or the organization able to achieve these outcomes? 

8. How are you going about instituting the policy? 

9. How are you involved in running the policy? 

10. Who have you interacted with through this program/policy? (i .e. a manager, 

another employee, a consultant, etc.) (5/E Make UD a Shared Task) 

a. If yes, in what way have you interacted? 

b. If no, are there any ways you would like to interact with others in the 

organization? 

11. Did you receive any special training or education as part of the program/policy? 

(6/F Provide Enabling Resources) 

a. If yes, please explain . 

b. If no, would any type of training or education been helpful, please explain . 

12.Are you able to allocate money and resources to this program/policy? (6/F 

Provide Enabling Resources) 

a. If yes, in what way? 

b. If no, who in the organization can? 

13. How is this program/policy run in the organization? 

14. How is the program/policy enforced? (3/d UD as a Priority on the Agenda) 

15.Are you able to make the program/policy a shared task among workers? (5/E 

Make UD a Shared Task) 

a. If yes, in what way? 

b. If no, is anyone in the organization able to? 
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16. ls there anything else you thin is missing from the questions, that you would like 

to add? 
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Employee 

1. Please further describe your role in the company? Skip if Innovator. 

a. What are your job responsibilities? (roles, level of authority to enforce 

practice) 

2. What is your companies mission , with respect to universal design? (or what 

current practices are implemented in the workplace?) (1/A Adopt Social Model of 

Disability) Skip if Innovator. 

a. Health and safety policies? 

b. Human Factors Engineering/Ergonomics policies? 

c. Accessibility policies? 

3. This policy has been chosen for us to look at, please further describe the policy. 

4. How are you involved in the creating the policy? (4/D Planned , Proactive 

Approach) 

a. Instituting the policy? (5/E Make UD a Shared Task) 

b. running the policy? 

5. Please describe an example of this program. 

6. How did you learn about program/policy? (i .e. was there a company email , did a 

manager present it to a group of employees, did you hear about it through other 

coworkers, etc.) (3/C UD as a Priority on the Agenda, 5/E Make UD a Shared 

Task) 

7. Are you , and your peers, able to keep this policy a priority in your work? 

a. If yes, how? 

b. If no, why not? 
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8. How did you become a part of this program/policy? Were you automatically 

enrolled in the program or did you request to join? (5/E Make UD a Shared Task) 

9. Who have you interacted with through this program/policy? (i.e . a manager, 

another employee, a consultant, etc.) (5/E Make UD a shared Task) 

a. If yes, in what way have you interacted? 

b. If no, are there any ways you would like to interact with others in the 

organization? 

10. Did you receive any special training or education as part of the program/policy? 

(6/F Provide Enabling Resources) 

a. If yes, please explain. 

b. If no, would any type of training or education been helpful , please explain . 

11.Are you able to ask for resources to aid you in following this policy? (6/F Provide 

Enabling Resources) 

a. If yes, please explain. 

b. If no, would any type of training or education been helpful , please explain. 

12. What outcomes are expected/hoped for with this program/policy? ( 4/D Planned , 

Proactive Approach) 

a. If yes, how are these outcomes being measured? 

b. Were you or the organization able to achieve these outcomes? 

13. Would you suggest other workers take advantage of this program/policy? 

a. If yes, why? 

b. If no, why? 

14.Are you aware of ways to provide feedback for the program/policy? 
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a. If yes, how would you go about giving feedback (i .e. who would you try to 

contact)? 

b. If no, would you want to be able to? 

15. How is the program/policy enforced? (3/C UD as a Priority on Agenda) 

16. ls there anything else you think is missing from the questions, that you would like 

to add? 
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Consultant 

1. Please further describe your role in the company? Skip if Innovator. 

a. What are your job responsibilities? (roles, level of authority to enforce 

practice) 

2. What is your companies mission , with respect to universal design? (or what 

current practices are implemented in the workplace?) (1/A Adopt Social Model of 

Disability) Skip if Innovator. 

a. Health and safety policies? 

b. Human Factors Engineering/Ergonomics policies? 

c. Accessibility policies? 

3. How have they historically helped organizations? 

4. What kind of organizations does your company commonly work with? 

5. How are you involved in the creating the policy? (4/D Planned , Proactive 

Approach) 

a. Instituting the policy? (5/E Make UD a Shared Task) 

b. running the policy? 

6. What expertise was used to create this policy? (7/G UD Expertise) 

a. Health and safety? 

b. Universal design? 

c. Human factors engineering/ergonomics? 

7. Who initiated contact between you/your company and this organization? (i .e. an 

executive, manager, you , someone else at your company, etc.) 
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a. How did you/your company and this organization become aware of each 

other? 

8. Who was the main contact person in the organization for you? What was their job 

title and responsibilities? How did you remain in contact with them throughout the 

process of creating a new program/policy, as in how did you collaborate? 

9. Are you or your company familiar with Universal Design? 

a. If yes, what does it mean to you and what definition/information source 

does your company use to be informed about Universal Design? 

b. If no, define Universal Design as "It is a design process that enables and 

empowers a diverse population by improving human performance, health 

and wellness, and social participation" (Steinfeld and Maisel , 2012). 

10. Were you asked to focus on specific issues or were you asked to diagnose a 

problem? (4/D Take a Planned , Proactive Approach) 

a. If you were told the problem, how did you investigate it? 

11. What information did you gather from the organization? (4/D Take a Planned, 

Proactive Approach) 

a. Were there already types of records that you had access to? Did you 

collect any new data? 

i. If yes, what data? 

12. Did you find the proposed issues, by the organization , were the actual underlying 

issues in the organization? (4/D Take a Planned , Proactive Approach) 

13. What outcomes are expected/hoped for with this program/policy? (4/D Planned , 

Proactive Approach) 
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a. If yes, how are these outcomes being measured? 

b. Were you or the organization able to achieve these outcomes? 

14. What other people in the organization did you have contact with while you were 

working for the organization? 

a. Were these people assigned to you by the Innovator or did you ask to 

meet with them? 

15. Were you able to get executive backing? (2/B Establish Executive Backing) 

16. Was UD made a priority on the Agenda? (3/C Make UD as a Priority on the 

Agenda) 

17. Were you able to provide further resources for them to learn about UD? (6/F 

Provide Enabling Resources) 

18. Did you have to convince anyone in the organization that the new program/policy 

was necessary? (2/B Establish Executive Backing, 5/E make UD as a Shared 

Task) 

a. If yes: who did you convince? 

1. How did you convince them? 

11. Did you have any help from others in the organization to convince 

someone else? 

19. ls there anything else you think is missing from the questions, that you would like 

to add? 
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